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Condition
called 'frothy
bloat' striking
state's cattle

Parking
around
university
to change

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — A
potentially fatal condition
called "frothy bloat" is afflicting
Kentucky cattle herds and
prompting state officials to ask
the U.S. Department of
Agnculture to include the condition in a program allowing
farmers to request reimbursement for losses.
Kentucky Extension Service
beef cattle specialist Jeff
Lehmkuhler told The Lexington
Herald-Leader that bulls. cows
and stock cattle have all been hit
by the affliction.
Todd
Powell. Calloway
County agriculture extension
agent, said while he has been
out of town recently he has not
heard of any local cattle herds
afflicted with frothy bloat.
"It's all categories of beef cattle
being
impacted,"
Lehmkuhler said.

City, MSU enter
into agreement
about spaces

•See Page 2

Gov. Beshearto hold
press conference today
Staff Report
Kentucky Gov. Steve Beshear
is scheduled to visit Murray
today at 2.30 p.m. to announce
a new economic development
project at Briggs & Stratton.
According to a news release
from the governor's office,
Beshear will be joined by
Murray
Mayor
Danny

•See Page 2
WEATHER

HAWKINS TEAGUE Ledger 8. Times
The Murray City Council plans to pass an ordinance soon that will prohibit parking on Olive Street (as seen here) and will
make some changes to spaces along 15th treet.

Moore family roars in Kentucky
Vintage Racing Association events
By TODA BERRY
Staff Writer
here's not much that Murray auto
body specialist Mark Moore likes
better than roaring around a race
car track in his 1934 Chevy Coupe.
He's one of several Calloway County
racing enthusiast that head out from
Murray every chance they get to take part
in Kentucky Vintage Racing Association
events; an organization Moore founded
and to which several other racing enthusiasts in the Murray area belong.
So when he's not working on fixing
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Dallis Forecast
By The Associated Press
Monday...Partly sunny with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms Highs in the lower
90s
Monday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 70s.
Tuesday...Partly sunny with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
lower 90s
Tuesday night...Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 70s.

someone else's car at Murray Auto Body,
his business located on Ky. 121 South,
he's working alone or with his son. Matt.
on vintage-style race cars.
lie's often joined by his daring girifriend, Cindy Ford, who also likes to get
behind the wheel for a fast-track challenge.
Moore primarily participates in regional
races in Paducah, Clarksville, Tenn., and
other tracks in Missouri, Georgia and surrounding states.
He started racing in 2005.
"My brother had a vintage group out of

Photo provided
Mark Moore. below. owner-operator of Murray Auto Body. is seen here with one
of several vintage automobiles ne races as part of Kentucky Vintage Racing
Association events across the region. He is joinad by his son, Matt, his girlfriend,
Cindy Ford. and other local drivers.

Evansville, Ind.." Moore said. "Racing
that one car got me real interested so we
started Kentucky Vintage in 2007. I had
five other guys that wanted to participate
and they would provide a car and I
agreed to furnish seven cars. So that ga•ve
us 12. So I actually run six to seven cars
everytime we go."
The vehicles have bodies that were formerly vintage cars predating 1948; however the chassis can be of any model and
any year.
"The body on mine is a 1934
Chevrolet, but it's on a 2002 chassis,"
Moore said. "Our rules state 1948 and
older, but the chassis can be of any year.
So we've got older bodies, but we've got
updated technology in the motor and the
suspension."

III See Page 2
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A recent deal between the City
of Murray and Murray State
University will ban parking on
Olive Street kuul rearrange several spaces on nearby 15th
Street.
The move has been discussed
for several weeks, with city
officials and Public Safety
Committee members meeting to
negotiate with MSU officials on
several occasions. At their July
8 meeting. City Council members voted to enter into a new
agreement with MS1.1. and they
will soon vote on an ordinance
to reflect that.
Robert Billington Jr., a City
Council and Public Safety
member. said the issue of
changing parking in the area
came to light because of concerns he had heard from people
who wanted to park on 15th
Street. which is maintained by
the city, but found it difficult to
find city spots during the day
and inconvenient to take a trip
to MSU's Public Safety
Building to obtain a visitot's
parking tag. He said that there
are lots of people who would

▪ See F age 2

Feds let BP
keep oil cap
closed for
another day
Seep in sea floor
means cap may
be reopened
By COLLEEN LONG
and HARRY R. WEBER
Associated Press Wnters
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
The
federal
government
Monday allowed BP to keep the
cap shut tight on its busted Gulf
of Mexico oil weil for another
day despite a seep in the sea
floor after the company promised to watch closely for signs
of new leaks underground, settling for the moment a rift
between BP and the government.
The Obama administration's
point man for the spill, retired
Coast Guard Adm. Thad Allen,
said early Monday that government scientists had gotten the
answers they wanted about how
BP is monitoring the seabed
around the mile-deep well,
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Kentucky

News in Brief

Ne

Prison restricts pastoral visits to inmates

Washing

LOUISVILLE. Ky.(AP) — Inmates at the Kentucky State
Penitentiary along with volunteer pastors are upset at restriction.
on visitation now being enforced at the facility.
Death row inmates Ralph Baze and Randy Haight told The
Associated Press that the rules limit who a pastor may visit with
and cuts off the only regular visitors most inmates receive.
Volunteer pastor Gerald Otahal of Owensboro says the rules prevented him from meeting with an inmate on Thursday for counseling and prayer.
Department of Corrections spokeswoman Lisa Lamb says a new
warden at the facility in Eddyville is enforcing policies that
haven't been used in recent years.
Eddyville is isolated, 181 miles from Louisville, 280 miles from
Northern Kentucky and 360 miles from Pikeville in eastern
Kentucky.

Two die in Pike County flooding

Photo provided

Moore's son, Matt, is shown here with the car he races along with his father and other Murray-based drivers during Kentucky
Vintage Racing Association events across the region. The auto bodies pre-date 1948, but the engine, chassis and suspension can be of any make or model for speed and efficiency.

II Moore family roars in vintage racing association...
From Front
That makes the cars both vintage in style for interest, but
fast and efficient on the track.
"So we actually run about as
fast as the late models and the
modifieds with the vintage bodies," Moore said. "Spectators
like for them to go fast but they
like to see the old cars."

Other drivers from Murray
include Ford. Dennis English
and others. The drivers buy the
bodies from private owners,
junk yards or where ever they
can and get them ready for the
track.
Some of the drivers have
raced in other types of events
hefore.
"Some of them have retired

•Parking around MSU...
From Front
like to meet someone who attends classes or is employed by MSU
for lunch near campus, but often choose to go somewhere else
because they are uncertain. of finding an empty non-university parking space. With five restaurants and a hair salon located in the 15th
Street area, Billington said the city should do what it can to help the
local economy.
After some discussions in committee meetings. Billington and
committee and council member Jeremy Bell went with Director of
Planning and Engineering David Roberts and City Planner Candace
Dowdy to meet with MSC's chief facilities officer. Kim Oatman.
Vice President of Finance and Administrative Services Tom Denton
and police chief David DeVoss. Billington said he thought the final
decisions boded well for lxvth the city and MSU because it will
allow more people to patronize the restaurants, as well as attract
more members of the public to campus for other activities. Denton
said it involved some small sacrifices from MSU, but would be a
good. workable agreement.
"The university will lose a few spaces. but in the overall scheme
of things, it's part of working with the city and they have certain
goals they're crying to attain, so we're working with them on that."
Denton said.
On the south side of 15th Street. there is curreiitly a line of 12 twohour spaces that were taken from MSU years ago. Billington said
seven of these will become faculty parking and the five nearest to
the corner of Main Street will stay two-hour spaces for now. Across
from Glona's World Village, there will be now be two one-hour city
spaces, and two more will be across from Wilson Hall. They will

•Gov. Beshear...
From Front
Hudspeth and County JudgeExecutive Larry Elkins for the
event, which will take place at
the plant at 110 Main Street.
At 3:30 p.m., Beshear is
scheduled to announce details

of a highway safety grant for the
city of Murray to take place at
Murray City Hall at 104 N. Fifth
Street.
He will be joined there by
Mayor Hudspeth and Murray
Police Chief Ken Claud.

from racing, but they have got
back in with this," Moore said.
"It's a lot of fun. You can go
out there and have a good time
and not spend near as much
money as you do in a latemodel series."
Moore and his team have won
or nearly won many races in
the area and continue to do so.
"We run once a month in

Paducah and once a month in
Clarksville and occasionally we
run in Sununertown, Tenn. and
some other places," he said.
Moore said the club is always
interested in new drivers and
new cars and invites anyone
that wants to join the group to
contact him at Murray Auto
Body for details.

be one-hour spaces so that students will be less likely to remove
their student tags and park there while going to class than they
might if they were two-hour spaces, Billington said.
In addition, the seven spaces nearest to the MSU gate on 15th
Street will be city parking and all Olive Street parking will be eliminated. Currently, there are four marked spaces on Olive Street, but
plenty of people park illegally there on a regular basis. Billington
said safety was the biggest reason the spaces will be removed, since
fire trucks don't have enough space to get down the street with vehicles on it.
After reviewing the city ordinances. it was also discovered that no
parking was legally allowed on 14th Street next to Woods Hall,
even though there has been zoned MSU parking there for years.
Billington said that those spaces will be officially written into the
new ordinance to acknowledge the spaces already being used.

•'Frothy bloat'...
From Front
In general, the cattle affected
by frothy bloat, technically
called primary ruminal tympany, have eaten too much clover.
Though clover improves pasture
quality, ingesting too much of it
can be damaging because it can
cause fermentation gases to be
trapped inside the cattle's stomach, Lehmkuhler said.
'The clover produces a foam
inside the cattle's gastrointestinal tract that prevents them from
being able to burp. When the
gas can't escape, the stomach
expands, like a balloon. and
presses on the diaphragm. That
can lead to suffocation.
The presence of clover is
linked to the state's droughts in
state
2008,
and
2007

Department of Agriculture officials said. 'The droughts weakened the grass in pastures,
allowing clover to gain more of
a foothold. When heavy rains
came in 2009 and primarily in
May of this year, the clover
began to grow higher and faster
than the grass.
"You've got them all the way
from the small guy to the folks
who have bigger herds who
have lost up to 10 to 20 head,"
said Dave Maples, executive
vice president of the Kentucky
Cattlemen's Association.
The Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service recommends
that cattle producers contact
their local county extension
agent for additional information.

PIKEVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Two people are dead in severe flooding that knocked out running water to thousands of homes in Pike
County.
Emergency officials say the stortns washed away some homes
and many roads are flooded. but there were no missing people in
the county by Sunday evening.
Gov. Steve Beshear declared a state of emergency on Sunday for
Pike County and Shelby County, which had some power outages
and downed trees.
About 7,000 people were without running water and could be
out of service for up to a week. Pike County Emergency
Management Director Doug Tackett said. Tackett said an intake at
a Mountain Water District plant was badly damaged in the storms.
Officials have set up distribution points around the county to
hand out water.
A man died after falling off a bridge in Pike County near
Zebulon on Saturday. Police said Craig Morris, of Carrie, had
stopped on the bridge to check on a family member's home during
the storms.
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Girl, 10, killed while getting mail

Md. we

VERONA, Ky.. i AP)-- Kentut k) State Police say a 10-year-old
girl suffered fatal injuries when she was struck by a car in northern Kentucky.
Police say they were told the girl was hit Friday evening on the
way to her mailbox near Kentucky 16 in Gallatin County.
The car's driver, a 17-year-old girl. told police she didn't see the
victim because of a hill and a curve in the road. The girl was evacuated by air to University of Cincinnati Children's Hospital. where
she later died of her injuries Friday night.
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1-75 in Ky. to honor Tuskegee Airmen
FRANKFORT, Ky..(AP) — Interstate 75 in Kentucky has been
designated as the "Tuskegee Airmen Memorial Trail."
Gov. Steve Beshear joined local leaders in Frankfort to unveil a
memorial naming the 19I-mile section of 1-75 that passes through
Kentucky in honor of the famed Tuskegee Airmen.
Beshear says the memorial will honor the the soldiers' "brave
commitment to the safety and freedom of our nation."
The Tuskegee Ainnen were America's first black tighter pilot
group in World War II. They derived their name from their training at Tuskegee Arrny Airfield in Alabama.

Tennessee woman completes Ohio River swim
CAIRO, Ill.(AP) — A Tennessee woman has completed her
981 -mile swim of the Ohio River, ending in Illinois about two
months after she started in Pittsburgh.
Forty-five-year-old Mimi Hughes celebrated Saturday night at
She set aside her diet of energy
her final destination in Cairo,
bars and electrolytes to have a veggie burger, fries, ice cream and
beer.
Hughes is a community college reading specialist who began thc
swim May 22 to raise money for women's education programs
worldwide. She sought to swim 20 miles each day on the river that
runs along borders of Ohio. West Virginia. Kentucky. Indiana and
Illinois.

•Oil cap closed...
From Front
which has stopped gushing oil
into the water since the experiwas closed
mental cap
Thursday.
Late Sunday, Allen said a seep
had been detected a distance
from the busted oil well and
demanded in a sharply worded
letter that BP step up monitoring
of the ocean floor. Allen didn't
say what was coming from the
seep.
The concern all along — since
pressure readings on the cap
weren't as high as expected —
was a leak elsewhere in the well
bore. meaning the cap may have
to be reopened to prevent the
environmental disaster from
becoming even worse and harder to fix. An underground leak

kEALTY OFFIC.E

could let oil and gas escape
uncontrolled through bedrock
and mud.
"When seeps are detected, you
are directed to marshal
resources, quickly investigate.
and report findings to the government in no more than four
hours. I direct you to provide
me a written procedure for
opening the choke valve as
quickly as possible without
damaging the well should
hydrocarbon seepage near the
well head be confirmed." Allen
said in a letter to BP Managing
Director Bob Dudley.
When asked about the seep
and the monitoring, BP
spokesnian Mark Salt would
only say that "we continue to
work very closely with all government scientists on this."
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View all our properties at: www.murraykyrealestate.com

Murray I.

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES
BIBLE STUDY — 9:00
PREACHING — 10:00
Meal after moming service
EVENING SERVICES — 7:(X)
Everyone is invited to attend the services.
For more information call (270)345-3151 or(270)328-8247
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News in Brief
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Washington fire bums homes, endangers others

icky State
at restrictions

1.\I\ 1\1 ‘1:1,11
hlu.ici +Auld, ca,cd car!)
Monday.. firefighters struggled to gain ground on a wildfire that
destroyed at least three homes anti threatened others in Central
Washington.
The fire started Sunday afternoon about 10 miles west of downtown Yakima and grew to 10,000 acres by late Sunday evening.
Three homes and several outbuildings. such as small barns and
sheds. were destroyed by the flames. said Richard Andring. acting
as fire information officer for the West Valley Fire Department.
During the day. strong winds pushed the fire across sagebrushcovered hillsides, forcing the evacuation of numerous homes with
firefighters going door-to-door to help residents leave. Officials
did not release a figuie on the nuntber of evacuations. but most
residents were allowed to return to their homes as the fire passed
through their area.
Though winds had eased a steady breeze early Monday morning. dozens of homes Wert: still threatened by. the blaze, Andring
said.
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HIV linked more to poverty than race
Ai LAN IA IA1'1 Poverty is perhaps the most important factor in whether inner-city heterosexuals are infected with the AIDS
virus, according to the first government study of its kind.
The study. released Monday, suggests that HIV is epidemic in
certain poverty-stricken urban neightxn-hoods. And, more significantly. poor heterosexuals in those neighborhoods were twice as
likely. to he infected as heterosexuals who lived in the same community but had more money.
Federal scientists found that race was not a factor — there were
no significant difierences between blacks, whites or Hispanics.
Health officials have long believed poverty' drives HIV epidemics. but there have been few studies to back that up. Some
research actually contradicts that belief: Studies in Tanzania.
Kenya and some other African countries actually. found that
wealthy- people v..ere more likely to he infected than the poor.

Md. weighs allowing inmates' own clergy
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Christian Music Conference
Now in the 37th year of existence locally. Charles Novell's Christian Music Conference was
in full swing last week at Murray State University. Students of all ages from around the nation
were in Murray to refine their gospel singing or instrument playing. Above, Bernice
Souleyrette listens as Jay Boyce, vocal and songwriting coach, works with her on her original
composition. Souleyrette has been coming to the conference since 2006. Below. Blandon
Padgett finishes up a rehearsal of "I Keep Praying" with Marti Ledford, voice instructor
Padgett is in his third year of coming to the conference.

ETAT accused of ignoring dying woman is killed
NEW' l'ORhe (..NP) .-Nn emergency.. medical technician
accused of refusing to help a dying pregnant woman while on his
coffee break has been shot and killed near a Nev.. 'fork City nightclub.
Police say- Jason Green was shot in the face near Manhattan's
Greenhouse club Sunday morning. Greer; was pronounced dead at
a nearby hospital. "There have been no arrests.
Green and fellow. EMT Melisa Jackson had been under criminal
investigation for their handling of a distressed woman at a
Brooklyn bakery Dec. 9. They were in line at the bakery when 25year-old Eutisha Rennix collapsed.
Witnesses say the EN1Ts told sem kers to call 911 and left without helping the six-months-pregnant woman. whose prematurely
horn baby also died
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ANNAPOLIS. Std.(AP) — N1aryland is considering becoming
one of the few states to allow. condemned inmates to choose a
clergy member not employed by the state to be in the execution
chamber when they die.
Corrections officials must balance the sensitive issues of security. during one of the gravest tasks undertaken by the state and religious freedom during a condemned person's final moments.
The measure is being considered by• Maryland legislators at a
time when the death penalty is essentially on hold there after a
court found that the way the state lethally injected its inmates
wasn't properly approved.
N.lost of the 35 states with capital punishment allow an inmate to
meet with clergy of their choice in the hours before an execution.
but the majority of them require spiritual advisers to watch the
execution from an adjoining room. Several states. including
Maryland, Georgia, Tennessee and Texas, allow an official prison
chaplain to be in the room during the execution.

Off-duty Chicago police officer shot and killed
otf-dUty police
cilicAcioiAP1 Chicago officials

and gas essape
through bedrock

KYSER LOUGH

officer killed outside his home was less than a month from retiring.
Officer Michael Bailey was shot about 6 a.m. Sunday on the
city's South Side. He was pronounced dead at a hospital.
Officials say Bailey had returned hoine from working an
overnight shift and was cleaning his new car. They say sevetil
people applotiehed him and niay. have tried to steal the veht,.lc
No arrests have been made.
Next inonth, Bailey. would have tumed 63, the mandatory rem ement age for Chicago police. Bailey is the third officer to be shot
and killed in C'hicago since Nlay.
Alla)or Richard Daley' called the shooting "a tragic. stunning reminder
ot the senseless violence that stalks too many of our neighborhoods

Special to the Ledger
- More than
MAYFIELD,
1,100 West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp.
members and guests recently.
attended the cooperative's 72nd
annual members meeting.
attendance
in
Members
enjoyed fun. food, gospel
music and an update of cooperative news during the business
meeting.
Three incumbent directors
were re-elected to the cooperative's goveming board by the
membership in attendance.
From District I, Jamie Potts
was retained and will continue
his position of board president.
From District 3, both Carolyn
Wood and Robert Spalding. Sr.
were re-elected. Wood will
continue her term as tvoard eeretary-treasurer.
report.
his
During
President:CEO David Smart
updated the membership on
many of the cooperative's
achievements throughout the
past year. including the new
cooperative
a‘kard-winning
Web site (www.wkrecc.c0m).
-The new Web site features
many innovative features
including internet bill pay and
up-to-date outage information."
Smart said.
Smart also discussed the
cooperative's focus on safety.
highlighting the cooperative's
monthly safety training for
employees, Red Cross CPR and
first aid certification and a
recent award given to cooperative employees for extraordinary personal action.
"At your cooperative. we
strive every day to maintain a
culture of safety, not only for
our own ernployees, but also
for you our members," Smart
said.
West Kentucky RECC holds
its Annual Members Meeting
each year on the second
Saturday in July. The 2011
meeting will be held on July 9.
2011. Meetings are open to all
members of the West Kentucky
Rural Electric Cooperative.

Utility aid gone in 3 days in western Ky.
PADUCAH, Ky. (API - A western Kentucky
agency that helps people pay utility bills went
through a grant in just three day.s.
Tony' Dowdy. director of West Kentucky
Allied Services, told The Paducah Sun there was
less money and more need this y.ear than last.
Low income residents of eight counties
received $131,292 between July. 12 and July 14
when the funds were exhausted. The grant under

the Low. Income Home Energy Assistance
Program helped 956 families.
Dan McKenzie of C'ommunity Action of
Kentucky. with which the western Kentucky
agency is affiliated. said the federal government
gave $4 million to Kentucky to offset high utility
bills caused by hot weather in June.
McKezie said most of the funds have been
handed out there are no more coming in.

CMZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• Whatever makes
good
men
Christians, makes
them good citizens.
— Daniel Webster
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Friendship Church of Christ
July 23-25, 2010
July 23
July 24
July 25

7:30 p.m.
Friday
7:30 p.m.
Saturday
10:00 a.m.
Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Sunday
Potluck dinner following a.m. service
7:30 p.m.
Sunday

10 miles east of Murray on Hwy.94 Turn right
on 1346 - follow signs.
For additional information call (2701 753-8292
2-1L
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Small steps. Big rewards.

REGISTER TO WIN A NEW CHARCOAL GRILL!*
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Rancor over jobs
bill caused delay
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By TOM RAUM
WASHINGTON(AP) Keeping unemployment benefits
flowing for millions of workers whose jobs were eaten by
the recession should have been
a slam dunk in an election
year.
But until this month, Senate Democrats have been unable
to bring themselves to pass a
simple bill that just does it.
Instead they've demanded a
series of unrelated and often
controversial tax and spending
add-ons that have enabled
Republicans to mount successful filibusters.
Now that the legislation has
been shorn of all the extras.
the bill could win final passage soon. It can't come soon
enough for more than 2 million people whose checks have
been cut off in a five-month
impasse in which there's plenty of blame to go around:
Democrats and their leaders made several decisions that
in retrospect look like miscalculations, like pulling the rug
out from under a bipartisan
measure launched back in February and loading a subsequent
bill with $24 billion for governors Ai guaranteeing that
most Republicans would vote
against it.
Republican moderates voted
one way in March to help the
bill pass but changed their minds
just weeks later, having gotten
religion from CrOP leaders and
tea partiers on the budget deficit.
Little remembered antid the
and
partisanship
ongoing
recrimination is that jobless benefits also got sideswiped by
President Barack Obama's
health care overhaul.
To reduce the health care
bill's impact on the deficit.
Democrats decided to close
almost $30 billion in tax loopholes. Until the final health
care push, those revenues had
been designated to cover the
cost of extending other popular family and business tax
breaks as part of a broad bipartisan jobless benefits package.
Besides the jobless aid, the
measure contained a payroll
tax holiday for businesses, tax
breaks for business. health
insurance subsidies and help
for doctors facing a cut in their
Medicaid payments.
It had support from across
the political spectrum, from
Obama to conservative Senate
Republicans.
Some liberals, however,
balked at the deal, which was
cut principally by Senate
Finance Cortunittee Chairman
Max Baucus, D-Mont., and the

committee's senior Republican.
Sen. Charles Grassley of Iowa.
The liberals didn't like that
their "jobs agenda" seemed
hijacked by business lobbyists.
who won items like research
and development tax credits
arid some arcane measures such
as tax breaks for NASCAR
tracks. With unemployment
hovering just under 10 percent, they also thought it was
too light on subsidies for preserving and creating jobs.
So Senate Majority Leader
Harry Reid blew up the agreement. instead advancing a
pared-back jobs bill excusing
businesses from having to pay
the employer share of Social
Security taxes this year on any
new workers they hire. Economists were dubious it would
produce many jabs. Meanwhile,
unemployment aid would wait
for later legislation.
"We could have had this
bill passed in three days and
... Reid decided to scuttle it,"
Grassley complained. "Baucus
read about it in the paper."
The delays meant that Congress had to pass a short-term
extension of jobless benefits at
the end of February. Reid and
Senate Minority' Leader Mitch
McConnell. R-Ky., worked out
a deal for a quick vote to
avoid an interruption in benefits.
Kentucky
another
But
Republican, Sen. Jim Bunning.
single-handedly held up the bill
for days. demanding that government spending elsewhere be
cut to pay for the jobless benefits rather than add to the
federal debt. Bunning folded
on March 2.
But his fight resonated with
tea partiers and millions of
other voters worried about year
after year of trillion-dollar
deficits.
In the meantime, Reid resurrected the longer-term jobless aid package. He mixed in
familiar elements like extending expired tax breaks and added
a $24 billion package of aid
to cash-starved state governments so they could avoid layoffs of tens of thousands of
public employees .A1 a key
part of last year's economic
stimulus bill.
The result was a bill adding
almost $100 billion to the
deficit. That meant that GOP
support would be limited. But
it still passed in March with
support from several Republicans, including key moderate
Sens. Olympia Snowe and
Susan Collins of Maine and
George Voinovich of Ohio.
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Prison woes, drug court and a wayward KLC
COUrier-Jou rn al
Louisville, Ky.
Kentucky's inmate population - now at roughly 21,000
- is growing at a faster rate
than any other state's, and the
need for action increases every
day.
As The Courier-Journal's
R.G. Dunlop reported recently, almost all state-run prisons
and many jails are operating
at or above capacity. Kentucky's corrections budget
approached $500 million this
year. And relying on private
prisons to pick up inmate overflow. which is no less expensive than using state-run facilities. has managed to create even
more problems.
When Otter Creek Correctional Center. which is run by
Corrections Corp. of America
- the country's largest privatepnson operator - was a women's
prison, inmates suffered sexual abuse by male employees,
substandard health care and
inadequate maintenance that
allowed human waste to back
up through shower drains. By
monitoring records, The Courier-Journal also found significant gaps in state oversight at
Otter Creek for nearly three
months in 2008 and again in
2(X)9.
However. Justice Secretary
J. Michael Brown told the C1 that Kentucky' couldn't just
walk away from pnvate prisons because it doesn't have
anywhere else to house inmates.
Of the not "very many really'
good options." Brown said, the
state's best choice was to partner with CCA.
Robert Lawson. a University' of Kentucky law professor
and author of a recent report
on the state's prison population. said he questioned state
officials' ability to provide adequate oversight. but he concluded that Kentucky "can't do
without" private prisons.
But everyone seems to be

IN OTHER WORDS
The following are editorialsfrom newspapers across
Kentucky offering divergent points of view concerning issues of importance in the Commonwealth.
ignoring the elephant - or tens
of thousands of pnsoners - in
the room: the need to amend
sentencing laws for nonviolent
offenders. Kentucky doesn't
need more prison space: it
needs fewer inmates. Amending laws so that nonviolent
offender s don't do lengthy
sentences. or instead draw automatic minimum sentences,
would mean those convicted
of nonviolent drug and gambling crimes would do less or
no jail time - freeing up more
space in state-run pnsons and,
one hopes, eliminating the need
for private prisons.
Kentucky paid CCA $21
million during the past fiscal
year - money that could have
been better spent somewhere
else. Legislators should stop
ignoring prison overcrowding
for fear of looking soft on
crime and start working toward
a rational solution.
Messenger-Inquirer
Owensboro, Ky.
For evidence of the shortsightedness of state government these days, look no further than the decision to cut
all funding for Kentucky's juvenile drug court program.
By nixing the program, the
judicial branch expects to save
$1.6 million annually and help
make a dent in an anticipated
$6.8 milli on budget shortfall
for the fiscal year that this
month. By ceasing to make a
concerted effort to help kids
on the path to drug addiction
and substance abuse problems,
the state is setting itself up
for much heftier costs down
the road.
Like its adult counterpart.

juvenile drug court brings a
mix of counseling and drug
testing into the lives of people whose substance abuse has
landed them in court. While
adults in the drug court program have a chance to turn
their lives arounti,juvenile drug
court can help keep the lives
of young people from needing
to be fully turned around.
But in the name of shortKentucky
savings.
term
Supreme Court Chief Justice
John D. Minton announced this
spring that funding for the program would end, and the program would be phased out by
the end of the year, if not
sooner in some counties. ...
The state has shirked its
resjsonsibility to young people
who are heading down a path
that can leave their lives in a
shambles. The state isn 't willing to pay for this program
now, but will certainly have
to pick up the tab later for
those that end up behind bars,
dependent upon social service
programs or picking up the
pieces of broken lives.
Local government shouldn't
have to continually step up
after the state has failed its
residents. but the necessity of
this program can't be ignored.
Herald-Leader
Lexington, Ky.
Maybe it's just a coincidence:
A Lexington controversy puts
the Kentucky League of Cities
back into the public spotlight,
and the league fires the conflict-of-interest-ridden head of
its insurance operation.
Or maybe not.
We await findings from two
Investigations into the Urban

County Government's dealings
with the league's insurance ann.
Also under investigation:
whether there's a link between
the administration's plan to
eliminate a city official's job
and the official's resistance to
an administration drive to award
Lexington's insurance business
to KLC.
We don't need an investigation. though, to know that
the doubts raised by the official, risk management director
Patrick Johnston. about the
ethics of KLC's instuance operation turned out to be well
founded.
Johnston raised his questions in 2007. a couple of years
before an investigation by the
Herald-Leader awakened KLC
executive board members.
including Lexington Mayor Jim
Newberry', to serious abuses
within the organization.
A subsequent investigation
by state Auditor Crit Luallen
confirmed extravagant misspending by league officials,
along with numerous conflicts
of interest by the league's director of insurance services.
William Hamilton.
The league's top two executives have retired or are on
the way out. The league's leadership has tseen under pressure
from member cities to also get
rid of Hamilton, which it did
late last month.
KLC still has not released
the details and conditions of
Hamilton's departure.
But the league's incoming
Green
president, Bowling
Mayor Elaine Walker, said the
reason for the decision was "a
sense from the executive board
that changes needed to be
made." Continuing the cleanup
of KLC probably wasn't a motivation for anyone involved in
the dustup at city hall. But if
this controversy had the unintended consequence of bringing this latest change to KLC.
it has served a useful purpose.

Amazing, a group that wants to be taxed
Tina Dupuy
Cagle News Service
Americans hate taxes. It's not
a right or left issue. It's not
a Democratic or Republican
issue. It's not an old or young
issue. It's strangely not even
a rich or poor issue. It's an
American issue. It's our biggest
peeve. We all agree on some
level: Our country is great. but
we feel very cranky about forking over our money to the
government.
This is an odd character
trait in Americans. For example, we happily. pay for cable
even though television is free
- we clearly have no problem
signing up for more bills.
The average American credit card debt is around $10.000
and the average APR is 14
percent - we clearly have no
pmblem doling out loads of cash
with nothing to show for it.
We don't even pay out that
much of our income to the
government when compared
industrialized
other
with
nations. An average family with
children pays about 20% of their
income to taxes.
For singles it's 37 percent.

Belgians pay close to 55 percent.
But Americans hate taxes.
We always have. We hate even
the idea of them.
We want to believe freedom and taxes absolutely contradict one other. Like improv
and comedy.
Other colonies of Great
Britain (e.g., Canada and Australia) simply asked for their
independence. But not us.
Americans were so outraged
about the King's raising taxes
we started a costly and bloody
revolutionary war lasting nearly a decade.
Yes, it all started with a tax
hike. "No more taxes!" is the
original American battle cry.
In a way. our country's birth
was a giant scheme to avoid
giving up a fraction of our
salaries to bureaucrats.
We simply despise taxes.
Taxes are so loathed by
Americans that politicians have
to come up with new phrases
in order to talk about them.
That's why "fees," "tariffs"
anti "tolls" are used to "balance deficits," instead of just
putting it plainly: Taxes are

needed to fund the government. It's an attempt to make
taxes palatable to American
sensibilities. This prettier word
tactic is combated by calling
anything you disagree with the
ominous "hidden tax." A hidden tax is something lurking
in the bushes that can jump
out and bill you. Very scary.
Notorious tax-phobe Grover
Norquist requests conservative
candidates sign his heavy-handed pledge not to raise taxes.
He wants them to be like 1981's
tax-cutter President Ronald Reagan. Not like 1982's, 1983's.
1984's, 1985's, I 986's and
I987's tax-raiser President
Ronald Reagan.
Because when it conries to
taxes - always accentuate the
cuts.
For politicians, raising taxes
is taboo. It's an unmentionable.
But if you talk with the
average weed advocate - er,
marijuana activist - er, cannabis
enthusiast, one of their selling
points is if pot were legal you
could tax it.
Yes, a sin tax! A sin tax is
what the government puts on

things like gambling, booze or
tobacco. It's designed to discourage people from doing it
- because taxes are just that
revolting. A sin tax is punitive. It's monetary punishment
for being a sinner - quite literally "hell to pay."
Could pot smokers be the
only group in the history, ot
the world to want to be taxed''
To hope to be taxed'? To specif
ically ask the government
tax them more?
"I can't remember the last
time an interest group volunteered to be taxed," admitted
councilwoman Janice Hahn ot
Los Angeles, the semi-legal
weed capital of the country..
This might be a first. Historic.
A group of Americans are
actually lobbying thc government asking to give more money
to the government in the form
of a tax. Weed is rumored to
expand your mind in all sorts
of unspecified ways. We may
have found one of them.
Volumes of political theory'
have just been challenged.
We're witnessing history here.
Someone notify the media!
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Law made to fight Mafia used in BP lawsuits

Obituaries

tiled against the Roman
states.
Using a law and mote
MIAMI 1AP)
Criminal convictions can Catholic Church over priest
"The pattern of racketeering
Lyle Pndentore will be Tuesday. at 10 a.m. originally enacted to combat the
iti the thane! ot Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. Rev. Mafia. attorneys are filing law. activity engaged in by deren- lead to prison sentences of 20 abuses: Toyota over its sudden
and dants involves a scheme to years on each racketeering acceleration problems; a group
BP
accusing
Martin Severns will officiate. The Murray Police suits
a fraudulently create a pretense of count. plus hefty tines and for- of title insurers over alleged
committing
of
Ltd.
Transocean
Department Honor Guard will provide police honovercharges; and online cigaors. Active pallbearers will be David and D.J. longterni series of crimes by safety to the public while. at tenure of ill-gotten gains.
"Wc are investigating any rette vendors over lost tax revGarland. Jason and Jeremey Jones. Ronnie Lane concealing flaws in deepwater every- turn. seeking to avoid the
and Mark Wil)on. Honorary pallbearers will be all drilling plans and lacking safe- costs associated with actually- possible violations of the law.- enue.
In March. pharmaceutical
former and present Murray Potree Department offi- guards to contain a catastrophic conducting their operations in a said Justice Department spokesgiant Pfizer was ordered by a
safe manner... clairns a lawsuit woman Hannah August.
cers. Entombment will follow in the Murray Gulf of Mexico spill.
BP declined comment on the Boston jury to pay- $142 million
BP has been named in at least filed by Louisiana attorney
Memorial Gardens mausoleum. Visitation will be
three lawsuits brought under the Daniel Beene' and others on RICO allegations. Transocean in damages for wrongly marketdi the funeral home today (Monday) from 5 to 8
federal law- known .1. RICO. behalf of a restaurant seeking to did not respond to a request for ing the epilepsy drug Neurontin
p.m.
as treatment for migraines and
Mr. Pridemore, 68, Murray', died at 12:07 p.m. which stands for Racketeenng represent a huge class of bust- comment.
Pridemore Friday. July 16. 2010, at his home. Born April 9, Influenced
Florida attorney Peter Prieto. bipolar disorder.
Corrupt nesses suffering economic loss
and
The difficulty in the BP and
a former federal prosecutor. said
Transocean, from the oil spill.
1942, in Green County. Tenn.. he was the son of the Organizations
RICO. passed by Congress in it might be a stretch for the Transocean cases. some experts
late James Harrison and Gracie Mae Jeffers Pridemore. Also preced- which leased the ill-fated
ing him in death was one brother. Harold D. Pridemore.
Deepwater Horizon drilling rig 1970, contains tx)th a civil and Justice Department to bring a say. is finding evidence tying the
Mr. Pridemore was a retired police officer for the City of Murray to BP, has been named in two criminal component. but both of criminal RIC() case when there companies' actions to damages
with 21 1/2 years of service, and was a truck driver.
lawsuits tiled in Louisiana and them rely on proof of longterm might he easier-to-prove offens- caused by- the spill. On the criminal side. a prosecutor would
violations of at least two specif- es.
Survivors include his wife. Annette Futrell Pridemore, to whom Florida.
"If it's a simpler crime. that's have to have ironclad proof ot
he was married Nov. 16,1990; three daughters, Renee Garland and
'The lawsuits accuse both ic crimes from a lengthy list.
husband. David. Tonya Jones and husband, Richard, and Danielle companies of committing wire The attraction of the civil por- what they are going to do. cnminal intent. not just negliPridemore. all of Murray; six grandchildren; two nieces, Tressia and mail fraud over a number of. lion. vv-hich are being used in the Prosecutors are going to use gence or stupidity.
"The problem is just tonnect
Pridemore Rhoades and friend, Chris Harper. Murray, and Regina years by filing false documents current lawsuits. is that any RICO when it is truly applicable
or when it involves organized mg the dots." said Thorna.
Bedwell and husband. Chris. Cadiz. Online condolences may bc with the U.S. government. and damages would be tripled.
made at wwwytukfuneralhome.com.
In the past, civil RICO cases crime." said Prieto. who is not Walker, an Idaho attorney who
by misleading investors through
other documents and falsehoods. have often been followed by involved in the oil spill cases. "It has tried about 20 civil RICO
Herbert H. Covey
'They also claim both cotnpanies criminal prosecutions. The is kind of a hammer, but if the cases and maintains a blog on
Herbert H. Covey. 82, Murray, died Sunday, July 18, 2010, at the are guilty of bribery because Justice Department has not ruled facts fit RICO. you can use RICO. "The fraudulent communications. if they- were frauduMurray-Calloway County Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is they- am part of an overall oil out usine RICO in its ongoing RICO."
Even as use of RICO in crim- lent. went from BP to the govin charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at and gas industry effort to "infil- criminal investigation of the
not
www..thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
trate" federal regulators by pro- Deepwater Horizon explosion. inal cases has waned somewhat, emment. The damage was
viding favors such as alcohol which killed I I rig workers and it's become increasingly popular caused by the letter. it was
anti drugs. sex. golf and ski tnggered a massive oil spill that on the civil side. This year caused by the oil spill."
Barry Anthony (Tony) Bybee
Friday.
died
Tenn.,
City,
trips, concert and sports tickets, has affected five Gulf Coast alone. RICO lawsuits have been
Barry Anthony (Tony) Bybee,42, Union
July 16. 2010, at the Volunteer Community Hospital. Martin. Tenn.
He was born July 1, 1968, in Murray, Ky. He was a member of
Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, and a former employee of
Showroom Clean in Union City.
Urquhart said two other the injured were not released.
sEArn.u.(,-w) - A shoot- me like everybody pulled out
Survivors include his mother, Suzanne Morton Stover, Union
Dawn Hilliker said :die and
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wounded
Seattle
The
told
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guns."
Seattle
near
park
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at
ing
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City; his father, Barry Bybee and wife, Sandy, Cadiz;
the fourth her two teenage sons spent the
while
Harborview.
both
of
members
said
He
four
Times.
and
dead
two
left
that
father. Terry Parker, Union City; two bmthers, Christopher Glen
to gangs but was taken to Overtake Medical day at Lake Sammamish State
Parker. Union City, and Cole Bybee and wife, Nicole, Cadiz; one wounded stemmed from an groups were linked
A Park celebrating a friend's high
Bellevue.
in
if Center
sister. Michelle Knight and husband. Roger, and one stepbrother, argument between two groups. investigators still don't know
Harborview spokestnan told The school graduation. They were
viothe
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was
which
of
one
Cadiz.
of
all
Chelsey,
Paxton Reed and wife,
Times early Sunday that one packing up their car to leave
The funeral will be today (Monday) at 1 p.m. in the chapel of birthday- party. investigators said lence.
man was in serious condition when they heard several loud
into
taken
were
people
Six
Sunday.
White-Ranson Funeral Home., Inc., Union City; Rev. Jerry Legg,ett
King County Sheriff's Sgt. custody. but so far no one has and the other two were in satis- bangs from 250 yards away.
and Rev. Paxton Redd will officiate. Pallbearers will be Tony
factory condition. The names of
Perryman. W'ade Glover, Davy and Brannon Sergerson. Danny John Urquhart said killed in the been booked into jail.
gathering
popular
a
park.
The
Lake
at
night
Saturday
Josh
shooting
Mayfield.
Mike
and
Mare
active;
Petty,
Worley and Sean
Bybee and Jessica Grogan. honorary. Burial will follow in the East Sammainish State Park were place for boating and waterone man from each group: a 33- sports near the upscale suburbs
View Cemetery.
year-old from Kent, Wash.. and of Bellevue and Issaquah. was
closed Sunday while the investi30-y-ear-old from Seattle.
a
Mrs. Muriel L. Baar
The park is about 20 miles gation continued.
priers as of 9 a.nr.
Sirs. Muriel L. Baar. 86. Henderson, forrnerly ot Murray. died
Imiestments Since 1854
Urquhart said investigators at
Saturday. July 17, 2010, at Redbanks Nursing Home, Henderson. east of downtown Seattle.
One of the dead men was the scene have recovered four
She was retired from Murray State University.
4110
t.1 7
Preceding her in death were her husband of 61 years, Robert K. found with a gun on his body. guns and at least 20 spent shell
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ple ran out at the end of May.
WASHINGTON ( AP
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Roberts. Dr. Bob McGaughey, Dale Alexander.
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M. D.. Nashville. Tenn., and Greer Houston Monin. Atlanta. Ga.;
two sisters. Gail Pappas, Denver. Colo.. and Greer Houston.
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his father, Hal E. Houston, M. D.; his mother Adelaide Eubanks
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Food-A-Rama & Bicycle
Rodeo scheduled Tuesday

..hlr/r; Announeen2en/

A 4-H Food- %-Rama and Bicycle Rodeo
will be Tuesday from 4 ta 7 ,hm. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. itegistration will
start at 3:45 p.m. Education food activities
and Bicycle Rodeo Practice will start at 4
p.m. followed by avvards at 5:50 p.m. and
supper from 6 to 7 p.m.
Categories to enter include Appetizer% and
Beverages, Bachelor Cooking (young men
only 1, Breads and Rolls. Cakes. Pies and
Other Desserts, Cookies and Candies.
Jo's
Foreign Foods. Main Dishes of Casseroles
Datebook and
Vegetables and Salads. Each person may
By Jo Burkeen enter only three entries. For more informaCommunity
tion call 753-1452
Editor

Hanna Mae Crouch
Mr_ and Mrs Derek Crouch
ot Farmington arc the parents of
a daughter. Hanna Mae Crouch,
born on Thursday. May 6. 2010.
at 9:17 p.m. at the Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The baby. weighed 7 pounds 7
ounces and measured 19 3/4
mother is the former
inches.
Jessica Leigh Norsworthy.
Grandparents are ()wen and
Linda Norsworthy of Murray
and Steve and Dana Crouch of
Farmington.
Great-grandparents are Ms.
Nell Norsworthy and Ms. Reda
Adams, tvoth of Murray. and Ms.
Laverne Owens, Mayfield.

The Ladies of Murray Country Beth Belote.
Hcle # 4: Ve Severns, Vicky
Club played golf on Wednesday.
July 14. with Norma Frank as Baker. Marilyn Adkins and
Rebecca Landolt
hostess.
Hole # 6: Linda Burgess.
V'inners were as foilows:
Championship Flight - Betty Susan Johnson. Ann Stanley and
Kristi Peray
Jo Purdom & Debbie Nixon
Hole # 8: Amy McDowell.
First Flight - Amy McDowell.
Patsy Green, Judy Muehleman
Second Flight - Patsy Green
9 Hole Golfers - Sheila Henry and Gayle Blackburn
Hole # 9: Cyndi Cohoon.
and Ann Stanley Tied
Low' Putts - Pat Miller and Cheryl Pittman, Barbara Gray
and Pat Miller
Ann Stanley' Tied.
Severns said "It is important
Ve Severns will be hostess on
Wednesday, July 21. for the for each of us to show up by
8:30 to get our string and direcString Tournament.
tions so we will be ready to start
The lineup is as follows:
Hole # 1: Betty Jo Purdom. at 9 a.m: and notify me at 759Rainey Apperson, Norma Frank 8358 if you are not in the lineup
and wish to play, or if you are in
and Linda Porcher.
Hole # 3: Debbie Hixon. the lineup and will be unable to
Marcia Beam, Patsy Chaney and

Fi•rirem.nt

Ce—tt,r

HAPPENINGS
by Annota Peeler
3he hase had an ex(iting week with
OW new. tmprmements insuk and out
Our building is looking e% en better than
ever Houoer ,,sith those improvePlellt,Loomes a little incomemenee We
hese adapted well and had tun doing
so Our residents haoe enjoyed watching all the workers and figunng out
V. here our next den ity will be held
Arnerka the Beautiful has been (our
theme this month and we are studying
our first 13 states This week was
Pennsylvania the 2nd state and Georgia
our 4th state We had peach nulkshakes
in honor ot Gerorgia and Hershey bars
tor Penns)ham,' We can't wait to see
whkh state we study next and what
treats go along wIth
Our residents had a wonderful time at
the Murray Calloway County Senior
Cillien Health and Wellness bur this
week They liked getting all their
screenings done and the gifts they
recei‘ed Mitzi and lenise enjoyed talking and visiting with all the participants
as well We want to congratulate Eunice
May (on winning our Huiruning Bird
leeder and Nectar We hope she emoys
atetung those beautiful birds_
Martha Fams celebrated her birthday
this week with family. arid friends We
hope she had .1 good one and celebrates
man( many IMPS
Barbara Holland and her hushimd.
Richard. ,4111C on Saturday night irom
Pans lennv,see and entertained us
There is nothing better than good old
tashion Gospel and Bluegrass Music to
finish (out our week
....Vothing else looks orfeels like home
but we come close
84 Utterback Rd • Murray, 10,
Phonc 12701 759-8'700 • 1-888-231-5014

A Support Group for Families Touched by Mental Illness will be
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in the private dining room. located left of the
cafeteria, at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Any person
having a family diagnosed with a mental illness is urged to attend
for the need for support. For more information call (270) 748-6133
or(270) 748-6923.
Photo provide°

ANDERSON RECEIVES INTERNATIONAL AWARD: Greg
Anderson, right, vice-president of the local Lions Club, was
recently recognized by Lions International with a president's
commendation for his service to the organization. Anderson
was presented a plague by Judge Shea Nickel! of Paducah at
the club's officer installation ceremony held recently at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church.

The Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will have a rebate
night today (Monday) at Nick's Restaurant frorn 5 p.m. to closing.
Persons ate asked to let your server know that you are there to support the Laker Band program.

Quilt Lovers will meet 'hiesday

Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet Tuesday. at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Public Library. A potluck supper will he served.
Ann Landini will present an exhibit of the Kentucky Heritage Quilt
Society 2010 Challenge Quilts. There were 39 entries titled
"Black/White -- with a Splash of Color.- All interested quilters are
invited.

Breakfast planned at Hardin

Hardin-South Marshall Senior Citizens Center will have a country ham breakfast on Tuesday morning with the cost being $4 for
adult and S2 for chiid.

Bingo planned Tuesday
Knights of Columbus will hold Bingo Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the
KC hall on Squire Road, Murray. The public is invited.

Murray Singles will meet
Murray Singles will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the annex ot the
Calloway County Public Library'. For more information call Pat at
489-2909.

The Ladies of the Oaks
Country Club met on July 14 at
9 a.m. for a golf scramble.
Melva Hatcher and Patsy
Woodall. hostesses, announced
the following winners:
First place: Patsy Neale. Judy
Hooper and Melva Hatcher
Second place: Patsy Woodall.
Linda LaRechelle and Edwina
Bucy
Golf will be played on
Wednesday, July 21. at 9 a.m.
Pairings will be made at the tee.
Hostesses will be Betty
Hassell and Lenny Hooks.

Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take OtT Pounds Sensibly will
meet Tuesday from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. at First Christian Church
Visitors are welcome. For information call Sheila at 227- I 723.

Kenlake Golf
Nine ladies of the Kenlake
Ladies League played golf at
on
Park
State
Kenlake
Wednesday, July 14.
Winners were Martha Lewis,
Jean Vance and Joann Welsch.
Other players were, Ina
Horton, Judy Skinner. Brenda
Land, Kay Norman. Evelyn
Blivin and Daisy Durham.
Jean Vance and Judy Skinner
both had a chip in. Martha
Lewis was closest to the pin on
hole #6.
All lady golfers are invited to
play golf with the league each
Wednesday at 8:30 a.m. at the
Kenlake State Park Golf
Course.

Federation of Blind plans special event
The National Federation of the Blind (NEB) Murray Chapter.
along with Independence Place, Lexington. will sponsor a kick-off
site rally to celebrate the 20th year anniversary of the Americans
with Disabilities(ADA). People with disabilities, along with family
members. friends and legislators will gather outside on the courthouse lawn, Murray, to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the ADA
on Wednesday from 9-10 a.m. For more information call 753-0911.

Cassity Mftchell

Mitchell named
Miss Kentucky
Jr. Rodeo Queen

SS representative here Thursday

A Social Security representative is scheduled to be at the
Calloway County Public Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. The representative will assist in filing claims. For information
call 1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

Al-Anon meeting Monday
Al-Anon is scheduled to meet tonight (Monday) at 6:30 p.m. at
University Church of Christ. located at the corner of US 641 North
and Ky. 121 Bypass, Murray. Those attending are asked to enter
through the rear door located on the west side of the church. The
only requirement is that there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative or ffiend.

Cassity Mitchell of Murray was recently named the Miss
Kentucky Jr. Rodeo Queen for 2010-2011. She was judged on her
modeling, personal interview, horsemanship. crowd appeal. carrying
the American flag and barrel run.
This is her third year competing in the Kentucky Junior Rodeo
Support group will meet
The Death of a Parent Support Group will meet tonight
team where she was presented a reserve champion belt buckle in
barrels and also a reserve champion belt buckle in goat tying based (Monday) at 7 p.m. For more inforniation contact Stephanie
on the points accumulated during 2(X)9-2010 in 12 rodeos against Cunningham at 753-6646.
Junior High cowgirls across Kentucky.
Lodge meeting Monday
Mitchell has been on the KJRA team for three years. She will be
Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons is scheduled
starting her fourth season 2010-2011. Her awards in Kentucky Jr.
Rodeo have included first year honored as Rookie of the Year. The to meet tonight Monday') at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hal!. A meal will
second year she received a reserve champion buckle in barrels and begin at 6:30 p.m. All Master Masons are encouraged to attend.
reserve champion buckle in goat-tying.
CCHS Class of 1985 plans reunion
Mitchell practices several times a week with her two horses, Solo
The Calloway County High School Class of 1985 will hold its
and Harley. She competes in pole bending. barrels. goat tying and
breakaway. In the new season, she will take on ribbon roping. Also 25-year reunion on Saturday, July 31. with a casual get together
from 7-11:30 p.m. at the Big Apple Cafe, 1(105 Arcadia Circle.
this year she will compete on the Ky. Wrangler Team.
Murray. Although no registration or fee is required to attend, an
RSVP would be appreciated to help the committee trying to contact
cveryone. For more information and to share current contact information on classmates, see the "Calloway County High School Class
of 1985- on Facebook page or contact David Lamb at 293-4992 or
e-mail lambwd@gmail.com or Sherri Hasty at 753-5(X/7 or e-mail
decorbyhasty 0_0 yahoo.com.
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Local Sales Agent
Don't find a sales iob, find a sales career.
Combined Insurance is looking for quality
individuals to loin its sales force. We provide
training, a training completion bonus .
Comprehensive benefits & leads for your
local market. For more information contact

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for oniy one
incorrect insertion.
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can
be made.

Josh Johnson at (270)293-9498
EOE

DISCLAIMER
When accessing thc
help want,d'' sestion
on our classifieds
webpage
murraytedger com.
you will he redirected
to lobnetwork corn
By default
Murray and local job
!istings will appear on
this website
However. a, a national
webnite. not all listings
on the jobnenvork coin
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us tt. you have am
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

THE Murray Ledger
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever tor their
actreities.

L

050
Last and Found

FOUND: Gray & White
Kitten. With white flea
collar, at the Keg
Restaurant. 270-4365552
JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we ail have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

HOPE
R.E.A.L.
CENTER
YOUTH
The
ASSISTANT.
R.E.A.L. Hope Youth
Center located in Paris.
TN is currently searching for a part-time (25
hrs/wk) Youth Center
the
to
Assistant
Director. Volunteer or
work experience in a
similar organization is
required. Applicatione
accepted
be
will
through July 30. For
questions or to request
a Job Description and
Appfication, please can
731 -333-1320 or e-mail
catherine.herrera0real
hopeyouthcenter_com

FULL time assistant
manager position availabie in Murray at an
established financial
operation. Salary plus
bonus, vacation, paid
holidays and sick time.
Requirements:
customer
Excellent
services skills and a
work.
to
willingness
all
e-maii
Please
to
resumes
snerita.orange casht
n.com.

Call 753-1916

DAY
BARTENDER,
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear. Tennessee
Good pay fcr the nght
person 3 or 4 days a
week Must be neat in
Bring
appearance
resume in person 11-6
731-64-4-3796
COMMUNITY Options,
Inc.. a national nonprofit organization eedicated to supporting
and empowering individuals with developis
mental
seeking
currently
Support
Community
Marshall
in
Staff
County, KY. FT & PT
.
available
shifts
Responsibilities incl.
assisting individuals
with maintaining their
and
independence
empowering them to
integrated
become
members of their communities by providing
support in social, recreational. and vocational
activities. Asse individuals with daily living
skills and the development of independent
living,
community
administering medication and complete the
appropriate documentation and accompanying individual to and
from appointment and
activities. Req'd: HS
Diploma/GED. a valid
Driver's License, reli.
able transportation and
insurance. EOE Please
submit resumes to fax:
270-450-0812 or email:
carte spencer comop.
org
Organist needed for
Sunday 10:00am services at church near KY
Dam State Park. Salary
and traveling expenses Call 270-363-8301
or 270-702-2420 Email steetersotl @boilsouth net

LOCAL Company lookina to fill Account
Manager position. Must
have strong people
skills, situational skills,
and proficient in mathematics. Account management and finance
experience not necessary. Call 270-7618100 ext. 11. or email
ieff ecentraldirect.co

manager
PARTS
sought by multi-store
John Deere dealership
operation.
Applicants should possess the ability to manage a parts sales team.
marketing efforts, merchandising. create and
achieve budgets in a
growth
dealership.
oriented
We offer competitive
pay. and a complete
employee
benefit package. Send
resumes to recruiting0hutsoninc.com
PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open Class begsns on
2010.
11,
Sept
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks. Allowing you to
keep your present lob,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, weekends and holidays off
and
Information
forms
Registration
at
available
www.bohledental.com
or call our office 270442-0256. Financing
available. Enrollment
crnitedl

Need to plfice
an ad!
Call us we
will be glad
to help.
Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

Upright
EVERETT
Piano. Pro Form 540S
Teadmill. $200. 270436-2533
Vacation at the Links
Golf & Racquet Club in
Myrtle Beach. SC. 2
bedroom condo. 3 full
6.
sleeps
baths.
September 4th- 11 th,
$700. 270-293-1130
WASHER & dryer,
motor home. Case
tractor, real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109, 227-1546

2BR, 1BA, water &
trash furnished. al
appliances included
270-719
$425/mo
1654

Appaances

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

605E South 12tn St

(270) 753-1713 •

Motorcycle helmets
ackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield. KY.
220
Musical

DAYCARE, all shifts
S.W bus route. 270
978-9506
Will Baby-Sit in my
home Evenings Only.
For more information
contact
please
Charlotte at 270-7671252 or 270-227-0999
120
Computers
MDM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs,Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIOUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235,
227-6004
BUYING old pocket
knives and coin collections. 293-6999.
CASH paid for
good. used gur.s.
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S 12th,
Murray.
GOOD use stove,
refrigerator. a/c unit.
and storm windows.
753-4109
1936
WANTED:
Murray State Shield.
270-674-5971 or 270705-4801
150
Articles
For Sale
Fleetwood
2006
Camper Trailer. Used
10 hours, generator
electric start Hobart
commercial mixer. 50Ib
propane tank, full. 270978- 1 926
8f1 Custom Trestle
Table with 8 Arm
Chairs, painted solid
oak. excellent condi&
$1,200
tion.
Whirlpool HE sport
duet. with pedestals,
asking
old,
2yrs
$1,400 Call
270-759-2153
Square
BERMUDA
Bails For-Sale $4 50 in
Bam 293-5381, 4354098

Noble Homes For Saie
-OWNER Finance**
3BR, 2BA. 1 acre,
$3,950 down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd.,
Almo
(615)397-3171
-OWNER Finance**
3BR. 2BA, Lake area.
setting.
beautiful
down,
$3 950
$534/mo
6058 Dunbar Rd.
New Concord, KY
615-397-3171
2006 Clayton 16x80,
vinyl siding, shingle
roof extra nice. 27°489-2525

CHECK THIS
OUT!

REDUcED!
BR. wrth new paint
lob. 1:2 Acre Lot.
Surveyed with shade:.
septic, water drive.
• & electric 36.750.

Call 753-6012
2BA
3BR
Maunufactured Home
on 2 5 Secluded Acres
30x40 Shop and OutBuilding. $75.000 27°436-2905 or 270-9782269.
Mobile Home. FREE ,‘
you move. 14x70,
baths. Needs insiee
work 270-753-6156 or
270-293-6156

Cargo Mate Enclosed
Trailer 5th wheel type
Hitch
door
Ramp
included $6,500 Call
270-293-3163

INSURANCE

- PREPLANNING 'Dallas Willoughhy
Pre-Arrangement Specnill,t

Lou V. MeGary

1st Full Mo Rent Free

Does }Our Poltey Pay 101/1
the Deduetthles'

Calloway Garden
Essex Down,

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

Apartments

eseed inflationary cost
Loa in pnce, ningle pay or
payment plan.

I ele Dtugutd
I BR Ar. 2BR Apr.
270-753-gem
FUP I-800-545-1833
2/13
1.
DUPLEX for rent all
appliances. 767-9948.
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus. Ci1-1,A. W&D.
$550 water, sewage &
hash furnished, no
pets. 293-3710 2934600
NICE 2111 BA Duplex in
Hazel. C/H/A. all appliances. privacy fence
yard. lease. ref. e dep
No pets. $400.00. 7531059
NICE 2BR, duplex with
carport No pets. 270227-7414
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD el -800-648-6056

Irrei.ocabie Medicaid
Approi.cd

You .tre responsible for the deductible that
Medicare dors not pa, S1.024 on Part A: 81:15 on
Ran R Cal! me for more information

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BD, IBA Apt $350
(710

2BD, IBA Townhouse
$485 mo.
270-753-7559
1BR Apt. some utilities
paid, no pets
$270/mo 767-9037
1BR. price reduced.
locations
various
Coleman RE 7539898
2 bedroom, all appliCambridge
ances,
area. 293-6968
4BR, CHIA. all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

270-7;1-2411

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

f WM.FOR MI C LIENTS

FREE liELP

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Ferry Isaacs., karen Isaacs

Modernized Medicare
Supplement- Plan N
Limited Underwriting
and Low Premium.
(A) Rated Company
Call For Details.
RON SALLIN
(Local Agent)
Phone 759-1565
Cell 210-2533

CAMP SEPTIC CLLANING
OF.MURRA1.1", }CY
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

753-9224 -PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE
NICK MCCLURE OWNER
SINCE i993
THANIKS FOR YOUR OUSINE'SS

Nitigilt

Call Ashley Morris or

Carrie Stephe.nson
753-1916
•
ad today!
place.your
and
2x2 S12.00 a week
2.xl S6.00 a week
*13 week contract '
Runs on Monday .

lir-Carpet

5

-1K
Floors

*CERAMIC TILE • LAMINATE
• VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPE r
Te}tor
90

Over 40 years 01P.
Saks if IristalMion
Visit our showroom

.S
Anent

(270)753-7728

Hazel KY

Houses For Rent
2 Story (1.6 acres)
3BD. LR. DR, Den Kit
1BA - refinUtility
1489
ished ieside
Lawson Rd.. 5mi from
City. Must have lawnmower. $500 rent.
$500 deposit 270-2475787
2BR, stove & refrigerator. dw. w/d hook-up.
C/H/A. $550/mo, 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit
No pets. 753-2259
270-527-8174.
3BR. 2BA, W&D
included, 48 Camelot
$900/mo $800,dep
(2701293-4600
(270)293-3710
ALL New Furnishea
3BR. 2BA,
included with r.ost
Open floor man Walk
across the street to
Murray State Classes
Need info & pictures
270-703-0703

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20 50
753-76E-,

Acreep

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m 4pm M-Fr

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S

Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
RI• N1 ALS
xtINI-s1ORWE
720 s. 41H ST.
rilendale.
$25 10x15
1270i 436-2524
1270i 293-6906
of 121

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Free to good home.
Terrier mix female.
spayed. Also small
black/white male. Both
are great with kids. Call
270-492-8533
SHIN Tzu puppies for
sale, $75.00 each. Will
be ready to go 1st wk.
August. 270-492-8463
puppies.
Shih-Tzu
CKC,
AKC.
$250male/female.
270-251-0310
$350
evenings
390
LHastiodt & Swim

&

PREMIER •
MINISTORAGE
•ir-sale climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes,
•VVe rent U-Hauls
753-9600

For-Sale.
Lambs.
$150. 731-644-9132
leave a message.
Angus
Registered
Cattle For-Sale Top o
genetics
fine
the
Heard bulls and some
heffers Barnett Angus
270-293-7820

eomes For Sale
1209 Doran Road. 1/2
acre corner lot. Doran
& Melrose. 2 FL, 3 BR
3 BA. 2300 sq ft.
remodeled & updated,
car
1
&
2
garage/workshop. 2
car carport. large front
& back porch, trees &
extensive landscaping
at
ad
See
httpeenfoTube.net/218
575, $185,000. (270)
759-2548 Shown by
appointment only_

Ilou•ing
V.
•• ,^N.L t

ohce
ht.,^

NEON BEACK
INI
STORAGE
11114I

e

TO view all homes in
Calloway County go to
campbellrealty corn

subscribe to the

e
e

MURRAY
LEDGERSZTIUS

e

i
Local
00!
Home Delivery
iCJIkm«
330.00
3 me.
$55.00
6 rno.
I;
.....
3
$105.00 6
1 y r.
$110.00
I yr.
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
$70.50 1 me.
$%.00
$90.00 6 me.
$120.00 I yr.
$145.00

Rest of KY/TN
PlIrvrer No.n..tunl

812 Whltnell Ave.

e
e

753-31353

3 nto

6 me.
1y

1
'heck

753-2905

FSBO: 3BD, 2BA Brick
Home. great location.
north of Murray. 51
acre lot. City Water.
Sewer. Gas, fenced
backyard. new roof &
new stainless apple
ances. 12tt ceilings,
large garage. C/H/A.
270-873$175,000
9766

Find out what's
happening
this summer...

All Size Units • Climate Cont I
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights arid Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

4BR, 38A. 2 Story,
4.000 sq ft under roof.
desirable
In
G atesborough.
5199,000. Moving to
Florida. 417-337-3561
BEAUTIFUL brick 4PLEX TOWNHOUSEEach unit 2 bedrooms.
901
1.5-bath.
Southwood Dr. near
MSU. 270-435-4001

e
e
e

Murra, I edger la

Check us out on the Web!

43 acres. Hwy. 1346
Dexter. Across from
Cemetery.
Jeffrey
year
with
Fenced
around water and pole
barn $89,900. Call
Chuck 753-1323 ext.
120

e
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753-9866

New

Air
Conditioner. still in
Packaging, Whirlpool.
220V
29.500 BTU
$550 080. 270-9788169 or 270-753-1211

Brand

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens
$10 00 per 30 minute
lesson. Contact Kristin
(731)336-1787

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Money Order

I St. Address
I
City
I
I State

r

iglilAcresae

BY OWNER- 4 5 acres
on prestigious Oaks
Country Club Road,
270-435$70 000
4001

Visk.

MA'

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon eith payment ti

a
a
a
a.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 1270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

Juts 19. 2010

8•

460
Homes For Saie

460
Homes For Sale

1

1909 Gatesborou h

.:BR 2 58A Many updates to the intenor
extecior Includes all new stainless sleet
appliances and wash&jdryer
5189,500.00

Boats & Motors

Semen Mewl

'995 Hydra Sports
& Ski, 18.5 ft. 150
vinrude 2 stroke,
trolling
volt
11'24
mote,- 2 depth tinders.
alld owner. Excellent
condition. low hours
57.500 OBO 27C-2933769

Hill Electrici

h€ r,

I

ard appointment

460
Homes For Sale

Nen 24
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
ProfessionaLs
293-7872

Creek
2007
4BAnool.
CalumetWay.com 27°293-8276.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
houndmoiorsaies eon
2m-753446i
73.00Ci miles. Very
dependable . gas
saver 53.250, Call
270-227-7158

SADDLE

470

Motorcycles & AlTs
250
Roketa
2008
Scooter. Great condition. $1,000. Call 2937252
1996 Honda Goldwing
GI 1500. Aspencade
23,000 miles. with trailer & 2 helmets Call
270-227-2684

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is
27C-753-1927

, All !ohs - hig or small

[ 753-9562
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clear
out garages. gutters.
beswork
tre
lAunikL&am

Used Cars

REDUCED' 2004 Chevy Cavalier.
PRICE
New Home 3BR, 2BA. 4dr, AM/FM/CD, AC,
2-Car Garage. Cath
Concrete
Ceilings.
Drive Covered Front
Porch, Patio. 270-21°3781. 270-559-2032

24 noun sant/Ica
Res . Com . & Ind
Iti..ensed & Insured

515.00 & up
T8B Lawn Service
Adult owned & operated.
978-5655. 759-9295

293-6410 or 293-4564
.r

Since 1986

1999 Sea V!ew Motor
Home. 33 ft Basement
Model Lots of space.
Low mileage 70.576.
Great Shape. 6 new
MPG.
8-10
tires
520,000. Must See For
Yourself' Home 27°762-9993. Cell 714743-4185

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping S.
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

753-1816

-0611

0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641

AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
*Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
*Decks
*Home/ Mobile Home
Repair

ANDRUS Excavatina
and Septic SysterDozer. back hoe
work
hoe
track
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping. Mator
credit cards accepted
978-0404
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Va^

2001 Yamaha 800 XLT
Jet Ski. 3 seater, 2
stroke. 53,500. 27°293-3769

S75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

16ft Laser. 150hp. Call
731-336-2846

CHASE Futrell LawnCare 8yrs exp 293(3814

ONLY

ples
•EFgement
• eddings
*Children *Family
*Pets *Special
. Events

(270)227-283.1

1.1(.111

REPAIR;
&
i
%RN \IR%

Pe% ing. Scalcoating

Hauling
TONN FR %A IS
X.

27(1-753-2279
dr-IUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repad*s, decks pressure
washed and stained
436-2228
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming.
stump grinding. firewood Insured 4892839

Hamilton Granite
Sz Marble
•33Ot St. Rt 121N.
- 753-8087
tbler %fordo, •
Display pets

ONICS
• IMJAMES
?Audio *Video
• Horne. Theatre
•
•Sery,ce *Install
4 .

(270) 227-9212
FOR all your roofing
vinyl. metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschali
492-8500 or 293-8156

•i•

CLARK'S
I,AN1'N CARE
•Nlyini.iint •I i ttnentity..
•Lc.rf('Iwuyup'
*Mutt*mg
.4Ker 20lis.ktern•nce"
•11-rce thslinsysies :!yid* tspqadyng
Toi_aLeAre,ty
I

2.t1- 19,s.

LAWN Uwe Service.
rates,
Reasonable
starting at $15. 27°753-2405. 270-9782441
Tree
YEARRY'S
Free estiService
mates. Phone 4362562. 227 0267

was international news. and
public health campaigns were
telling children and adults to be
careful about spreading the
virus.
The good news is that about
three of every four people tried
to cover their cough or sneeze.
in at least a token attempt to prevent germs from flying through
the air.
The bad news is that most people - about two of three -used their hands to do it.
"When you cough into your
hands. you cover your hand in
virus." said study author Nick
Wilson. an associate professor
of public health at the Otago
in
campus
University
Wellington.
"Then you touch doorknobs.

MILLS & SON
PRESSURE
WASHING

6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
8 Maintenance
Owner
Greg Mansfield
(27111 293-8480

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• kerkiy & sp•s. pkkups
• locolb huncd'unerat..oi

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

furniture and other things. And
other people touch those and get
viruses that way." he explained.
Health officials recommend
that people sneeze into their
elbow.. in a move sometimes
called 'the Dracula' for its
resemblance to a vampire suddenly drawing up his cape. But
only about I in 77 did that.
Using a tissue or handkerchief
is another preferred option, but
only atiout I in 30 did that.
The
news:
bad
More
researchers didn't report numbers on this, but several times
they saw people spit on the
floor, including at the hospital.
"They were a bit grossed out,"
Wilson said. describing the reaction of his team, which logged
384 sneezes and coughs.

sarcophagus of the father. Egypt.
The paintings on the false
Shendwas, while the tomb of the
son, Khonsu, was robbed in doors identified Shendwas and
Khonsu as royal scribes and
antiquity. he said.
of the mission."
"supervisors
father's
the
Also insribed on
false door was the name of Pepi meaning they were in charge of
II. whose 90-year reign is delegations overseeing the supbelieved to be the longest of the ply of materials used for pyrapharaohs. The inscription dates mids construction.
A single shaft from the surface
the double tomb to the 6th
down to the father's tomb,
led
the
marked
dynasty. which
beginning of the decline of the from which a side passage led to
Old Kingdom, also known as the that of the son, with the false
door with paintings of Khonsu
age of pyramids
in front of an offering table.
Zahi
chief.
Egypt's antiquities
Hawass pointed to a handful of
Hawass. said the new finds were
artifacts and a
duck-shaped
tombs
distinguished
"the most
ever found from the Old small obelisk inade of limeKingdom," because of their stone. Such obelisks were often
"amazing colors." He said the buried with the dead in the 5th
area. if excavated. could unveil and 6th dynasties to show their
the largest cemetery' of ancient veneration for the sun god. Ra.

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Commercial &

Residential
•Asphalt Installation
& Maintenance
nxperience
40

(270)759-0501.

VVood
• Brick •Concrete .
Decks *Fence

(270)227-6160
and
MOWING
Trimming small to
large. Dependable, reliable. gutters. mulch,
shrubs tnmmed. haumg, 11 years experience. Steven 767-9178
or 978-7002.

Power
MURRAY
Wash
Commercial
Residential. Vinyl siding, sidewalks. driveways, drive through s.
gum
lots,
parking
Fully
Etc
removal
Licensed & Insured

ulh

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
,r1town ',I., A

Ledger & Times hoi
any of its employee-,
accept any iespensibil
ity whatsoever for thoir
activities
hello

\
I

293-7063 or 293-7022.

omotitig you
Businns,

Call us we will be
glad to help.

TROYER' S
Construction
Metal Roofing. Pole
Shingles.
Barn,
(270)804-6884.

Murray Ledger & Times

270-753-1916

Sudoku Ise number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 gnd
•
Several gNen ntsmbers The obpect .s to place irie numbers
each
n the empty squares so that each row each column and

3)6 130x contains the same number only once The *exult; leo,

of the Concepes Suduku increases from Monday to Sunday
I, 'Ai,

3
9
8
5
5 8
7 4 3 2
5
9
2
5 7 1
5
8
4
2 7 ,
8
__
5
9
1 3 6Th
5
9 14
7
3

Answer to previous puzzle
2
8
7
9
6
3
1
5
4

3
6
5
4
8
1
2
7
9

9
1
4
2
7
5
6
8
3

5
7
1
6
2
9
4
3
8

8
2
9
3
4
7
5
1
6

4
3
6
5
1
8
7
9
2

7
4
8
1
3
2
9
6
5

1
5
2
8
9
6
3
4
7

6
9
3
7
5
4
8
2
1

esel *

Wilson called the findings surprising. especially given that it
occurred only four months after
the virus was first identified,
when it was still considered
unusually' dangerous.
The study was presented this
week at an infectious diseases
conference in Atlanta.
Coughing into hands might be
fine if every.one promptly and
thoroughly disinfected their
hands afterward. but no one
believes that's happening.
A 2007 study by Harris
Interactive done in public restniorns suggested that about one
in four people don't even wash
their hands after going th the
bathroom. It found that men
were the worst, with one out of
three failing to wash up.

Noroscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, July 20, 2010:
This year, you often present a strong front. You want action rather
than words. You will sort through confusion. which could surround
joint finances and/or matters dealing with the outside world. You
might decide that a key associate isn't sufficiently' knowledgeable. If
you are single, tut unusual magnetism emanates from you this year.
You might have quite a few suitors to sort through. Enjoy the
process. If you are attached, the two of you enjoy" your special time
together more than ever. You act like newfound lovers! SCORPIO
brings out your creativity.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic: 4Positive: 3-Average. 2-So-so. I-Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Focus on a partnership This person remains a resource no
matter what. A brainstorming session provides a lot of important information. Handle one project or issue at a time. Keep reaching out for
more information. Tonight: News weaves its way to you.
TAURUS( April 20-May 21)
**a** Allow greater give-and-take between you and others.
Confusion often stems from an older person. For some, it could be a
boss. Ingenuity seems to be your strong suit. Tonight Spend time
with a special fiiend.
GEMINI(May 22-June 20)
*** Focus on work and getting the iob done Completion is exceptionally important. By tomorrow, you will be more inclined to network
or take on some of the opportunities that head your way. Tonight:
Nap, then decide.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Tap into your imagination when you encounter a difficult
person. Try to imagine what this person is feeling and what is going
on. A partner often inspires you to take action and do something special. Tonight: Last-minute demands could mess up plans.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Listen to your instincts on a security-related matter. Others
"These artifacts were found at might not intend to delude you: they have on rose-colored glasses.
the end of the burial shaft, at 18 They see people in a more positive vein than many. Tonight: Head
home earty. A child or a new friend could be a source of delight.
tneters (yards) depth. but we
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
covered it up," Hawass told **** Keep conversations flowing. You might be spending extra
time in your mind going over what you are hearing. Don't stop the
reporters.
flow of a discussion, you could prevent an open exchange, which
Karar said that so far six tombs also is important. Observe a co-worker. He or she might not have
dating back to the end of the Old your best interests in mind. Tonight. Share news over dinner
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Kingdom have been unearthed LIBRA
*** Curb an innate insecurity. Tooting your own horn pushes many
since digging in the area three away. You have been sitting on some anger that needs to be
than you realize. Be
began three years ago. Vv'ork released. A discussion is much more important
with spending. Tonight: Relax, then make a decision
sensible
started on the double tomb five SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Don't stall any longer. Handle a key project. Move a new
weeks ago.
interest along. A friend could be in a somber mood: feedback from
of
The tombs lie just west
this person could be off. Weigh that fact in your mind before compyramid,
Saqqara's most famed
pletely accepting his or her feedback. Tonight: Clear out a misunderthe Step Pyramid of King standing.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Djoser. which is surrounded by a *** Maintain your current low profile. You might not be comfortable
large burial ground, contain with everything that you see and hear. Confusion surrounds a mestombs from Egypt's earliest his- sage. It is either more vague than you realize or incomplete. Don't
take any comments personally. Tonight. Nap. then decide.
tory up through Roman times.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** A meeting could prove to be very important in furthering your
desires. Not only do you get the support you need. but many ideas
and comments emerge. Incorporate some of these ideas into .what
you are working on Tonight: Meet friends immediately after work.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
solar technology. replacing con- **** Stay on top of your responsibilities, even though you feel as
ventional jet propulsion any if someone or something is always hitting you from out of left field. A
partner could be on a rampage. Listen and help this person evaluate
time soon.
whether he or she is grounded. In the long run. your caring will be
overarchInstead. the project's
Tonight: Working late. Meet another friend for a late dinappreciated.
ing purpose is to test and pro- ner who also is working.
mote new. energy-efficient tech- PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
nologies.
***** Keep reaching out for more information. especially if you
Project co-founder Benrand sense that something important IS being left out. A partner or associAvoid an argument. and
Piccard. himself a record-break- ate appears to be playing devil's advocate.
appreciate that he or she is playing this role. Tonight. Surf the web.
many
people
said
hallixnust.
ing
had beer. skeptical that renew- BORN TODAY
able energy could ever he used Father of modern genetics Gregor Mendel (1822). singer Chris
to take a man into the air and Cornell (1964), Mt Everest climber Sir Edmund Hillary (1919)
•••
keep him there.
Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigarcom.
The team will now' start to
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
build a second solar plane.

Euvpt
td unveils discovery of 4,300-year-old tombs
By MAGGIE MICHAEL
Associated Press Writer
SAQQARA. Egypt (AP) Egyptian archaeologists have
unveiled a newly-unearthed
double tomb with vivid wall
paintings in the ancient necropolis of Saqqara near Cairo. saying
it could be the start for uncovering a vast cemetery' in the area.
The tomb includes two false
doors with colorful paintings
depicting the two people buried
there. a father and a son who
served as heads of the royal
scribes, said Abdel-Hakim
Karin-. a top archaeologist at
Saqqara.
"The colors of the false door
are fresh as if it was painted yesterday:* Karar told reporters.
Humidity had destroyed the

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
(270)1373-2098
(270)925-5387

SUDOKU

Few people correctly cover coughs,sneezes
By MIKE STOBBE
AP Medical Writer
Alas.
ATLANTA I AP)
here's more proof that most people have habits that aren't very'
sanitary' - and sometimes can
, ,
be plain disgusting.
For a study. medical students
secretly watched hundreds of
people cough or sneeze at a train
station. a shopping mall and a
hospital in New Zealand. What
they saw wasn't pretty. with
most people failing to properly
prevent an airborne explosion of
infectious germs.
The work was done in the capital city' of Wellington over two
weeks last August, at the tail end
of a worrisome but fairly mild
wave of swine flu illnesses. lt
was a time when the pandemic

Services Offered

Concepts SudoKu

TRAVIS ASPHALT

1-270-227-0587
All carpentry construction. Additions. remodeling. sagging rotten
floors, decks. home &
mobile home repair.
Larry tslimmo
753-2353
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Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
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Solar plane lands after completing 24-hour flight
clear blue morning sky onto the
By ELIANE ENGELER
runway at Payeme airfield about
Associated Press Writers
PAYERNE, Switzerland (AP) 30 miles (.50 kilometers) south---- An experimental solar-pow- west of the Swiss capital Bem.
ered plane recently. completed
Helpers rushed to stabilize the
its first 24-hour test flight suc- pioneering plane as it touched
cessfully. proving that the air- down. ensunng that its massive
craft can collect enough energy 207-foot (63-meter) wingspan
from the sun during the day to didn't scrape the ground and
topple the craft.
stay aloft all night.
"We achieved more than we
The test brings the Swiss-led
goal
Everybody is extremely
its
to
wanted.
closer
step
project one
told
Borschberg
of circling the globe using only happy,"
reporters after landing.
energy from the sun.
Previous flights included a
Pilot Andre Borschberg eased
the Solar Impulse out of the brief "flea hop" and a longer air-

bome test earlier this year, but
this week's attempt was
descnbed as a "milestone" by
the team and comes after seven
years of planning.
The team says it has now
demonstrated that the single-seat
plane can theoretically stay in
the air indefinitely. recharging
its depleted batteries using
12,(XX) solar cells and nothing
but the rays of the sun during the
day.
But while the team says this
proves that emissions-free air
travel is possible. it doesn't see
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Nant action rather
:h could surround
Aside world. You
knowledgeable. If
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your special time
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you and others.
a)me. it could be a
night. Spend time

grand champion. and Boyd 1.
McClure of Murray State University with his junior champion. as winners of Jersey Division of Dairy Cattle Show at
Purchase Distnct Fair at Mayfield.
Murray Pony League All-Stars
edged Paducah American 6 to
5 to capture the championship
of the District Pony League Tournament.
Births reponed include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Kinney. a boy to !sir and Mrs. Kenneth Imes and a tx)!, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alex Barrett
Fifty years ago

Ten years ago
Calloway (."ounty native Andy
Clinger won two gold medals
and a silver in the Bluegrass
State Summer games kayak competition at Eit:obson Lake in
Lexington.
Recent births reponed include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Keith Ray.
Head coach Joe Pannunzio and
the MinTay State University football program is hosting a fantasy.. football camp for all Racer
fans who would like to experience an MSC practice.
'Twenty years ago
Dr. Jack Rose. superintendent of Calloway County. Schools.
has heen elected chairman of
the board of directors of West
Kentucky Educational Cooperative for the 1990-91 school year.
Published is a pcicture of
members of the Lynn Grove
High School Class of 1955 at
their 35-year reunion held in the
community room of North Branch
of Peoples Bank of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Hewlett Cooper will be married 50 years July.
27.
Births reported inclue a boy
to David arid Vicki Older. July
1 I.
Thirty years ago
Murray's annual citywide sidewalk sale will be Aug. I and
2, according to the Muffay-Calloway County Chamtvei of COM-

High
County
Calloway
School. the consolidation of all

county high schools. will open
for the first time on Sept. 6.
according to Buron Jeffrey. superintendent of Calloway County
Schools. Grades 1 to 8 at Almo,
Faxon. Hazel. Kirksey. Lynn
Grove and New' Concord will
also start classes on that same
date.
Births reported include a girl
to Lt. William H. and Sondra
Kyle Henry.
Reba Mae Overbey got a
hole-in-one while playing golf
with Alice Purdom at the Murray Country Club. Overbey was
the first woman to achieve this
goal at the club.
Sixty years ago
The Kentucky Board of Health
said that 128 cases of polio have
been reported to date this year
in Kentucky.
Mrs.T.B. Culpepper was elected president and Mrs. Curtis
Hays as secretary-treasurer of
the Calloway County Homemakers Association at a meeting at
the Murray Woman's Cub house.
Rachel Rowland is county home
demonstation agent.
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Beach
of Kirksey will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary July
23 at their home.

InerCe

The Rev. and Mrs. Richard
A'. Poe were among the 2g persons named missionaries
Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Bowl' during its July meeting at headquarters in Richmond,
Va. 'The Poe coulple will work
in Chile. Poe has been serving
as director of the Baptist Student Union at Murray. State University.
Forty years ago
Published is a picture of Mike
White of Blalock & White Farms.
Murray.: with his senior and

rights convention convened in
Seneca Falls. N.Y.
In 1469. Apollo I I and its
astronauts, Neil Armstrong, Edwin
"Buzz" Aldrin and Michael Collins,
went into orbit around the moon.
In 1979. the Nicaraguan capital ot Managua fell to Sandinista
guerrillas, two days after F'resident Anastasio Somoza fled the
country.
In 1980, the Moscow Summer
Olympics began, minus dozens of
nations that were boycotting the
games because of the Soviet mil-

By The Associated Press
-Today is Monday. July :9. the
200th day of 2010. There are 165
days lett in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.:
On July 19. 1553. King HenryYin's daughter Mary was proclaimed Queen of England after
teenage pretender Lady Jane Limy.
syho had claimed the monarchy
for nine days. was deposed. (Lady
Jane Grey was later executed for
high treason.)
On this date:
In 1848, a pioneer women's
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In 1984. U.S. Rep. Geraldine
A. Ferraro of New York won the
Democratic nomination tor Y
president by acclamation at illy
party's convention in San Francisco.
In 1985. Chnsta McAuliffe ot
New Hampshire was chosen to
be the first schoolteacher to nde
aboard the space shuttle. (McAuliffe arid SIX other crew members
died when the Challenger exploded shortly. after liftoff in Jan.

1986.)
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Candle Drips
Dear
Readers:
CANDLES
are a beautiaccent.
ful
e e r.
II
they can leave
an ugly mess
they
when
dnp on the
tablecloth and
carpet. First.
try to keep
in
candles
holders with bobeches (plastic or
glass collars) to contain the melting wax. Then use these hints:
To get candle wax off a tablecloth. put it in the freezer for
several days to dry the W.LX until
it is brittle. Scrape wax off with
a dull knife. Place paper towels
on both sides of the stain. and
use an iron on the warm setting.
Then. launder as you normally do.
On carpet. freeze the wax by
putting a metal pan filled with
ice cubes over the candle wax.
When hard. take a small hammer
to hit the wax, breaking it up.
Vacuum or pick up the pieces. If
there's some wax left, cover with
paper towels and press with an
iron on the "warm' setting. If there's
some color left. apply a bit of

"T"I NOD
A REALLY PRETTY GIRL GAVE
ME HER PHONE NUMBER AT
STAMM, AND I DIN T HAVE
ANYTHING TO WRITE WITH .

STENERUD
NAVLICEK
JETER
JETER

SC I MEMORIZED fT IN
PAMOUS ATHLETE5
JERSEY NUMBERS.

oject. Move a new
od. feedback from
mind before comar out a misunder-

GAINFIPIEI_CIC5)
SOMETIMES IT SeEmS L KE
THERE ISN'T ENOUGH TIME IN
THE PAY TO NOT PO ALL THE
THINGS THAT NEED NOT DOING

it in furthering your
id. but many ideas
se ideas into what
ately atter work
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EXTENSION CORD
Dear Heloise: I always pack

and shower heads in hotels are
always so high that cannot reach
them to adjust them. -- Mary. Ann
in West Virginia
ic12010 by King Feature. Syndicate Inc.
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Pro vote
Circus routire
Which person
Reclined lazily
Sawv. in formulas
Snallow dish
- de cologne
8 insect killer
9 Guitarist
Hendrix
10 "Rule
Bntannia' composer
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3
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NO I REALIZE
YOU'RE NOT PLAYING
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catch
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23 Baking-powder ingredient
24 VIP transport
26 Not quite
27 Daisy Mae s
creator
29 Fencing
weaoon
31 Sufficient
in verse
32 Work
as yeast
33 Luge or sleigh
39 Kublai 41 C3rnmittees
43 Nightclub
45 Overcharge
46 The younger
Guthrie
47 Lavish party
49 Big Ben
numeral

51 Cookie-seiiing
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SOUND OFF
Dear Heloise: I am 5 feet tall.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

El

At1IMPORTANT
NAND.

da, and we have high huinidity.
When I open a bag of lemon
drops. they become sticky in a
few days. I sprinkle some pow dered sugar over them, and no
more sticky lemon drops. They
also taste good. -- Bernard C.. Bonita Spnngs. Fla.
What a good hint. Bernard!
This would work for any hard candy
that becomes sticky. -- Heloise

11

SC)
YE5 I CAN
5EE Ti-115 15

STICKY LEMON DROPS
Dear Heloise: I live in Flori-

an extension cord in my luggage.

DOWN

12

Mill
i
l
28

322). singer Chris
Wary (1919)

to attend a funeral. and 1 bought
a pair ot pants to match the shirt
I plann2d on wearing. I discovered the pants were too long. I
turned the pants inside out and
used duct tape to make them the
Mike
nght length. It vvorked!
in Laurel, Mont

62 - vera
63 Burned up

19

EXCUSE ME
CAN ANYONE
TELL NtE MY
PLANE 15 READY'

EASY MEND
Dear Heloise: Recently, I had

It comes in handy if you need
more cord to operate a clothes
iron, hair dryer or curling iron.
I like to sit on the bed or
chair and do my hair, and usually the outlets are in the bathroom
or behind a piece of furniture.
and the cords do not reach. The
extension cord is an easy. solution. -- Nita in Pennsylvania
If you forget to pack your
extension cord, the front desk may
have one you can borrow. Just
ask. -- Heloise

4

15

ILJ

numerous uses for cereal bags.
which in return saves me money:
• Use for freezing hamburger
patties and other Yarieties of meats
obtained in bulk bundles.
• use for packing lunch itenis
such as potato chips. cookies and
brownies.
* Use as wax paper for homemade cookies and desserts to cool
on.
* Store items for children when
traveling in the car.
-- Donna in Texas

5

0

PE AN

FAST FACTS
Dear Heloise: I hase found

48 Get -- writing
50 Citrus trees
53 "20.000
Leagues"
author
by myself
57
58 Splinter group
60 Androcles pal
61 Campground

1 Ketch cousin
5 Mimicked
9 Poke
12 Resound
13 Tickled pink
14 A Gershwin
15 Lagoon
boundary
17 Fails
19 Unmannered
one
21 Fastens
22 - and hearty
25 Serenity
28 Slurs together
30 Surgical tools
34 Mai tai ingredient
35 Geometry term
36 AWOL chaser
37 Zilch
38 Like some
meats
40 Vote against
42 Takes advice
44 Blown away
45 Long story
1

though you feel as
n out of left field. A
us person evaluate
your caring will be
nend for a late dinespecially if you
partner or associan argument, and
ght. Surf the web.

dry-cleaning solvent and plot. -fieloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloive
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax• 1-210-HELOISE
E-mail: Heloiset at ffieloise.corn

bY
lieloise
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U

not be comfortable
surrounds a mesincomplete Don 1
decide

Dr. Gott

Crosswords

be spending extra
ng. Don't stop the
exchange, which
le might not have
iver dinner
horn pushes many
that needs to be
an you realize. Be
f a decision

obese and have no willpower
to exercise to get healthy'. I'm
constantly thinking :about the
past. In high whoa)! I had few
friends. none of whom keep
in tou,:h with me.
I iecently bumped into a
former guy friend at a store.
We were close during niy junior year. but he ignored me
in my senior year. At the store.
he didn't speak to me. which
was hurtful. It reminded nic
of the pain I felt back in
school. I always felt so alone.
My dream is to be an actress,
go back to school and lose
weight. But I can't actualk
see myself accomplishing an
of it. i don't know what iti
do with myself anymore. Can
you offer me some guidance?
IN
CRAZY
GOING
-PHOENIX
DEAR GOING CRAZY:
I'm glad you wrote. because you
may suffer from long-term
depression. Please schedule an
appointment with a doctor and
tell him or her exactly what
you have described to me.
With help, you may be able
to stop needing to comfort yourself with food and find the
energy you need to become
more active.
If you want to be an actress.
see what acting classes are
available in Phoenix and if there
is any regional theater. Not all
actresses have to be skinny.
And one more thing. The
former classmate you saw in
the store may not have seen
you. which is why he didn't
say hello. or he may not have
matured since graduation. This
is not a reflection of what you
are worth -- it's a reflection
on him.

itary intervention in Afghanistan

IE

\

ed matter. Others
e-colored glasses.
my. Tonight: Head
irce of delight.

DEAR ABBY: I am 20.
and my life seems to be going
nowhere. I graduated from high
school two years ago and have
put off going to college. I am

spoon of salt. Also, you felt that
V. Ater softeners were not a ha/ad to
a low -salt diet This is not the case
in my- community. My husband has
Meniere's disease. and when he
stopped drinking softened tap
water. his symptoms were greatly
improved
DEAR DR. GOTT: Your estinude of the amount of sodium i 2 ft)
ntilligrams) in teaspocsn of salt is
low by a factor of 10.
DEAR READERS: Whew. have
1 been caught! My original column
should have stated 2,300 milligrams. as several of you pointed
DEAR DR. out. not 230. Somewhere along the
GOTT: Wow. way, a zen) was dropped. and I owe
After years of everyone an apology for the misgotal advice, print.
While many products and addi really
you
By
blew. it today. tives may; state they are "low salt,"
Dr. Peter Gott In your article it is extremely important to read
labels to ensure this element is not
on water-softener salt. you mentioned 1 tea- taken in excess. For example, a can
spoon of salt contains 230 mil- of soup is Lornmohly very high in
ligrams of sodium. Boy. are you sodium to begin with, and the can
may contain 2- In tiers ings. which
According to my
way off.
sources, I teaspoon is equal to can he deceiving. In the matter of
cirrhosis, kidney disease and con2,0(X) milligrams or more! As you
gestive heart failure. sodium can
know. this is a huge issue in our
lead to a serious buildup of excess
society. and I'm sure you will set
this right as you always do. Sign me
A healthful, nutritious diet is
a loyal reader, CPR instructor and
imponant for everyone. whether
home-care nurse that frequently
dealing with a medical condition or
come.s your articles for home-care
not. And the best resource is a perpatient teaching.
DEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent sonal physician who knovoY your
wrote that 1 teaspoon of full medical history,- and can advise
article.
salt contains 230 milligrams of accordingly.
While we all like to think we are
sodium. The salt that I purchase at
Wal-klan contains 590 milligrams perfect, I am the first to admit I do
of syxhum in 1/4 teaspoon. make mistakes land typographical
Morton's Lite Salt has 299 mil- errors). I thank those readers who
ligrams of sodium in 1/4 teaspoon. brought this issue to my attention.
1.11 make every. effort to do better
Could you please tell me what salt
Stay tuned. but keep those correchas only; 230 milligrams per teaMy husband is on tions coming.
spoon
Readers who would like additionAldactone owtng to cirrhosis. and
al information on dietary supplewe had to stop using the Morton
ments should vend for my Health
Lite Salt because of the potassium
Report "Vitamins and Minerals.content.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I hope that Address your request to Newsletter.
this was a misprint in today•s P.O. Box 167. Wickliffe. OH
44092-0167. Include a selfVentura County Star. You said 1
teaspoon of salt had 230 milligrams addressed stamped No. 10 envelope
of sodium. Tbere are actually 590 and a $2 check or money order. and
milligrams of sodium in 1/4 tea- be sure to mention the title

DEAR DR. GOTT: Your recent
sylumn in the Wisconsin State
Journal said that I teaspoon of salt
contained 230 milligrams of sodium My salt containers says 1/4 teaspoon contains 590 milligrams. so I
teaspoon would hase 2. th grams.
10 tink-s what
your column
said arid more
than the recommended
daily intake. I
hope that you
will print a
correction.

Hints From Heloise

mpletion is excepnclined to network
your way. Tonight:
Icounter a difficult
and what is going
do something speplans.

DEAR ABBY: am being
married in (ktober anti asked
my best Iriend of 19 years to
be my maid
honor.
of
"Brianna"
likes to dye
the bottom
of her hair
red. I asked
her to take
the red out
of her hair
Dear Abby for the wedbut
ding,
she flat-out
By Abigail
refused!
Van Buren
When I told
her that it is MY wedding and
I don't want any red hair
because it won't match my color
scheme. her exact words were.
"I don't care."
Am I wrong for asking Brianna to remove the dye? How
do I get her to realize this is
my wedding and I don't want
to be upstaged! Please help
me. -- SEEING RED IN
MARYLAND
DEAR SEEING RED: I'll
try. When you picked your
best friend of 19 years to stand
up with you at your wedding,
you knew what she looked
like. Either you should have
picked another color scheme for
the production, or chosen a
cast member who was suitably mousy that she wouldn't
dim your spotlight. Please note
that I am using theatrical terms
because you have lost sight
of what a wedding really should
be. What a shame.

Today In History

Et

The real info on salt

Angry bride wants to wash her
maid of honor out of her hair

Looking Back
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CHAMPIONSHIP

PREP FOOTBALL

Same Old
Course,
fresh new
face
LoulE
OOSTHUIZEN
SCORES
VICTOR% FOR
Sourni AMR 1.

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

practice at the MHS pracMurray head coach Steve Duncan uses Rodney Skinner as a prop to demonstrate a drill during Thursday evening's
field.
tice

Back on the prowl
RELOADED TIGERS
HOPE TO
DUPLICATE 2009
SUCCESS
By TORIMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Not many days go by that Ste\
Duncan doesn't think about hi,
Murray team's state quarterfinal gam,
with Fort Campbell last November.
In one of the most hyped sporting
events in school history'. the Tigers
gave the eventual state champion
Falcons their closest game of the season. but Air Force signee Antonio
Andrews delivered a tie-breaking dagger of a touchdown pass with just six
seconds left.
The score brought to end a dream
season for the Tigers. one they now
must put behind them as the 2010
practice season opened Thursday.
"That was a great season. but I've
got to make sure the guys understand
that it's over" said Duncan, who led
Murray to an undefeated regular season and a 12-1 overall record in his
second year on the job.
"They' were a part of it. but it's all in
the record books now. They can't
change anything. can't win one more
game. can't take that last 13 seconds
TOMMY DILLARD'Ledger & Times
back.Gilger line up oppoRobert
and
Guthrie
Tobie
Clark,
Adam
What the Tigers Lan do is attempt io Murray linemen (from lett) Steven Higgens,
night.
Thursday
practice
Tigers'
the
during
succans
2(X/9's
trash
on
site
improve
replicate. even
cess. Despite losing a talented and
heady senior class, Murray. retums the
2010 SCHEDULL
pieces to once again be among the best
Murray
statewide in Class 2A.
Opponent
Date
Tsvo Division 1 prospects in running
at Madtsormlle-N Hopkins
Aug 20
at Calloway Co '
Aug 27
back and linebacker Matt Deese and
FULTON CITY
Sept 3
offensive lineman Robert Olive. both
Sept 10 FULTON CO
returnees
s
'
.
seniors. headline Murray'
Sept 17 BALLARD MEMORIAL
TRIGG CO 'Sr
Sept 24
and gise its patented ball-control wishat Reit:Rand'
Oct 1
bone offense a strong foundation.
at Caldwell C,o'
Oct 15
HEATH'
Deese is reportedly' "on the boardOct 22
al Crittenden Co
29
Oct
while
with coaches at Kentucky'.
Duncan expects Olive will entertain
— distnct game
— Crosstown Classic at Roy Stewart
Division I-AA offers before the fall is
Stadium
over.
* — Homecoming
Add 275-pound lineman Garrett
Wright. who is drawing interest from
Duncan says he hopes to put more
W•estern Kentucky'. and Anthony emphasis on the passing game this
Banderas. another big. experienced year behind an improved Deese.
lineman to the mix with °Ilse. and the
"We think he's going to has e a real
Tigers' front shouldn•t miss a beat good year at quarterback.- he said.
even after losing 3(81-pound tackle "We want to focus on throwing the ball
Lonnie Martin to graduation.
a little more. He's got a real good arm.
TOMMY DILLARD 1P-v:o,
Murray is also expenenced behind real active. He's gotten taller. so I
center, where Duncan operated out of a think he'll see hetter in the pocket. We Tim Trottier (lett) and James Holland take a water break at Thursday
tsso-quarterback system featunng lust need to work on keeping some night's practice. The heat index soared to more than 100 degrees
gutsy runner Christian Duncan and the weight on him.both Thursday and Friday as schools across Kentucky opened practeam's more talented passer. Kendall
tice.
11A
TIGERS,
See
Deese

By PAUL NE1VBERRY
AP National Writer
ST. ANDREWS. Scotland
IAN -- The South Africans
have a new soundtrack of success. The drone of the vusuzela
has hcen succeeded by the skirl
of the bagpipe.
One week after beaming in
pride at its historic hosting of
soccer's World Cup. the nation
torn apart by apartheid just a
generation ago had another reason to stick out its chest: Louis
Oosthuizen won the British
Open in a dominating romp. On
Nelson Mandela's 92nd birthday, no less.
A white Afrikaner with a
black caddie on his bag crossed
over the Swilcan Bridge, tapped
in the last putt and lifted the
claret jug.
Oosthuizen (WIJFIST•-hy•zeni just wanted to celebrate the
moment with family and
friends. Others realized there
was something more significant
going on at the Old Course.
another instance of sports transcending a societal divide.
"It•s fantastic." said Gary
Player. the most prominent
golfer to come out of South
Africa. "Vvronderful things are
happening to South Africa. I
went back for the final match of
the World Cup. and they. did a
way better job than people
imagined.Of course. soccer's biggest
event won't solve the everyday
problems and racial tensions
that still linger in South Africa.
Nor will one man winning a
golt tournament.
But there's no denying the
pride felt by. those who cheered
on Oosthuizen while waving the
post-apartheid colors of their
nation — red. blue. green. yellow and black — or wearing
jackets and shirts bearing the
words "Bafana Bafana." the
nickname of South Atlica's soccer team.
"It is a great event for all
South Africans. especially.
because it is the birthday' of
Nelson Mandela,- said caddie
Zack Rasego, who usually converses with Oosthuizen in
language
the
Afrikaans.
despised by blacks during
apartheid as a symbol of the ruling white ininonty. "It's a great
day for us."
It was a great vi'eek for
Oosthuizen. who started the
week as such an unknown that
the R&A felt compelled to put
out a fact sheet with 11 things
one needed to know about the
27-year-old from Mossel Bay'.
Did you know the Stormers
are his favorite rugby team back
home'? Or that he lives on a
farm next door to his parents
when he's in South Africa? Or
•See OPEN, 11A

PETER MORRISON /AP

Louis Oosthuizen kisses
the Claret Jug on the
Swilken Bridge as he celebrates winning The Open
Championship at the Old
Course
St
Andrews.
Scotland over the weekend.
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Haversteck Insurance Agency

CARDINALS RALLY FROM DEFICIT TO BEAT, SWEEP DODGERS

Nobody can protect your ALUE)
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St • Murray. KY 753-3415
Van Haverstock

Mr]
Auto
SUM
Insurance

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
Nat,onal League Standings
Ait Times CDT
East Division
L Pct
GB
W
_
54 38 587
Anarrri
5
,rlo
19 43
NP,Ad
2
1
5
o
18 43 527
44 47 484 9 1 2
40 52 435
Centre! Division
GB
L Pct
W
51 41 554
51 Louis
1 2
Gincinnatl
51 42 548
42 51 452 9 1 2
GhsCago
42 51 452 9 1 2
Milwaukee
11
37 55 402
Houston
32 59 35218 1.2
Pittsburgh
Division
West
L Pct
GB
W
—
54 37 593
San Diego
1
50 41 549
Colorado
50 42 543 4 1.2
San Francisco
49 43 533 5 1 2
Los Angeles
34 58 37020 1 2
Arizona

American League Standings
Ali Tunes CDT
East Division
GB
L Pci
W
.„4
1,4evk York.
Tamoii Bay
EL, st
i..
,rr
F3,111,morr
Central Division
GB
L Pct
W
50 41 549
48 42 533 1 1.2
Detroo
49 43 533 1 1 2
Minnesota
11
39 52 429
Kansas City
38 54 41312 1.'2
Cleveland
West Division
GB
L Pct
W
53 39 576
Teta,
1 2
50 45 526
L os Angeles
7
46 46 500
, )akland
17
36 56 391
,eattle

JEFF ROBERSON / AP
Matt Holliday (7) is congratulated by teammates after hitting a walk-off single to score
Jon Jay and defeat the Dodgers 5-4 in the ninth inning Sunday in St. Louis.
1 got in)sell into had counts Lopez and into the corner in left
eep yit Los
tour-game
Angeles since taking consecu- and walked guys." said Broxton. to score Xavier Paul_
Los Angeles added three
tive doubleheaders July 7-8. who got Holliday to fly out in
the eighth before getting burned more runs off reliever Mitchell
1987.
The win also edged the in the ninth. "I shouldn't have Boggs in the seventh. but the
Cardinals closed to 4-2 in the
Cardinak (51-41) ahead of the gotten back around to him."
Garret Anderson had a pinch- eighth on Craig's double to left
Cincinnati Reds in the NL
Central. although it was a differ- hit RBI double and Matt Kemp with one out off reliever Justin
ent number that caught the eye brought home a run with a walk Miller. Broxion came on and
for Los Angeles, which wasted a allowed Randy' Winn's RBI sinof manager Tony La Russa.
superb effort by Vicente Padilla. gle before getting out of the
is
thing
significant
most
-The
that we're 10 games over .5(X)." He allowed only one hit while inning.
"It was tough. very tough:*
pitching six scoreless innings.
he said.
The Dodgers took their first said Los Angeles manager Joe
Broxton entered the game
with one out in the eighth inning lead of the four-game series in Torre. "We just asked too ntuch
and threw 44 pitches while the fifth inning against St. Louis out of Brox. You certainly don't
blowing his third save in 22 starter Jeff Suppan. With one out want a closer to come in and
chances. It was his first loss and runners on first and third, face the same guy. twice. It was a
Padilla chopped a ball over the tough one to let get away."
since Sept. 27 at Pittsburgh.
head of third baseman Felipe

SPORTS BRIEFS
Hal and Hank in 2007.
Steinbrenner was honored Frtday night
at Yankee Stadium, where the team played
for the first time since his death.
.
STATELINE, Nev. (AP) — Billy Joe
Tolliver won his third title at the American
Century Championship on Sunday, setting
a record with 84 points in the modified
Stableford system at the celebrity' tournament.
The forrner NFL quarterback eagled the
last hole at Edgewood Tahoe and had two
birdies in his final round. He finished 19
points ahead of Dallas Cowboys' quarterback Tony Romo, Hall of Fame quarterback John Elway, former Atlanta Braves'
pitcher John Smoltz and actor Jack Wagner.
Tolliver won $125.000 for adding to his
1996 and 2005 titles.

blog that he backed off an effort to collabyear
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — North orate with Smith on a book in the past
issues.
related
of
because
is
Smith
Dean
great
coaching
Carolina
MEM
dealing with memory loss.
TRINITY. Fla. (AP) — The family of
His fami1y sent a letter to forrner players
a casket inside
and coaches Saturday, discussing the 79- George Steinbrenner placed
on
year-old Hall of Earner's health after gener- a mausoleum at a cemetery near Tampa
the
of
death
the
after
days
four
Saturday'.
reaprivacy
for
comment
to
declining
ally
sons. Smith's condition was described as a New York Yankees owner.
The two sons and two daughters of the
"progressive neurocognitive disorder that
80-year-old owner were joined by his wife.
affects his memory...
Garden
According to the letter, Smith "insists" Joan, at Trinity Memorial
Cemetery.
televised
on watching North Carolina's
Neither the 'Yankees nor cemetery offigames to cheer for the Tar Heels and Roy
takWilliams, an assistant to Smith for 10 years cials would confirm that services were
ing place. The cemetery is about a halfbefore spending 15 years at Kansas.
Smith's health became a question after hour drive from the home of the late owner.
George Steinbrenner died of a heart
The Fayetteville Observer recently reportturned
ed he had occasional inemory loss. A week attack Tuesday in 'Tampa. He had
to sons
later, author John Feinstein posted on his over day-to-day control of the team

NUM BASKETBALL

•Lakers
From Page 1B
that when he won tor the first time on the
European Tour in March. he couldn't get the
trophy' through airport security because it
was deemed a "dangerous object.'"
None of those tidbits was as compelling
as hi% golf game. which was rock-solid for
all tOur rounds and never gave anyone a
chance to make it close. He led over the
final 48 holes of the championship. closing
with a I -under 71 that left hint at I 6-under
272 overall.
No one else was within seven strokes.
"It felt a bit special out there.- he said.

Oosthuizen. who had made the cut only
once in eight previous majors, claimed the
lead for good way back in the second round.
Some figured he was the beneficiary of a
fortuitous tee time — in the morning. betOre
the wind started gusting more than 40 mph
— and would surely falter in the spotlight
of the weekend.
Indeed. Oosthuizen bogeyed his first
hole of the third round. and everyone waited lot the collapse.
It never came.
lie turned in 13 pars and four birdies on
Saturday. giving him a commanding fourstroke lead going into the finale. He started

Sunday with seven more pars before his
bogey-free streak finally ended with a 6foot miss at No. 8. Again, everyone wondered if he might finally realize this was a
position he'd never been in before. Again.
he quickly snuffed out the hopes of
England's Paul Casey. the only guy who
really had a chance to catch him in the final
round.
Oosthuizen drove the green at the par-4
ninth. a tempting 352 yards away. and
rolled in a 50-foot putt for eagle.
"I needed one putt to really get my
rhythm going." he said. "And that eagle on
9. that got me started:*

•Tigers
From Page 10A
Though they do return plenty
of experience. the Tiger% ;also
lost 13 seniors to graduation and
will be calling on a host of new
faces to step up in practice during the next month.
Duncan mentions a complement of juniors who he expects
to become contributors Including linemen Rodney Skinner
and Tray is Moore and tight end
Dan Overby.
"These guys have really
worked hard in the offseason."
he says. "I really like how
they've applied themselves.
They've all picked up a lot of
muscle...
The Tigers will get their first
a a!! 1 1
taste ot competition

NZS.

Sponhored

West Coast Sweep
SI. LOUIS (AP) - Matt
Holliday remembers facing
closer
Dodgers
Jonathan
Broxton from the days when he
was still playing in the NL West.
and those memories sure came
in handy Sunday.
Holliday drove in the winning run with two outs in the
ninth inning, and the St. Louis
Cardinals rallied from a four-nin
deficit to heat Los Angeles 5-4
and finish a four-game sweep.
"I've had a chance to face
him quite a bit without too much
success.- said Holliday. who is 4
for 17 against Broxton. many' of
those at-bats coming with the
Colorado Rockies. "He's one ot
the best closers in the game for a
reason:*
Allen Craig filled in for
Albert Pujols and performed just
like the Cardinals' All-Star first
baseman. driving in three runs in
the final two innings on his 26th
birthday.
Pujols got a day off from the
starting lineup for only the second time this season.
"It's awesome." Craig said
"It's the best birthday present I
ever had.Craig put the Cardinals on
the txtard with a two-run double
off reliever Justin Miller in the
eighth that made it 4-2, and tte
singled to center off Broxton(31 t with two outs in the ninth to
knot the game. Holliday followed with an RBI single over
Andre Ethier's head in right
field. bringing home Jon Jay
with the winning run.
Ryan Franklin (4-1 t pitched
the ninth for the victory as the
Cardinals completed their first

C

-IFICCPI?Illf

to
travel
the)
when
Hopkinsville for !heir only
scrimmage of the season. where
they'll take on the homestanding team as well as defending
Class 4A runner-up Lone Oak.
Unlike some other local
squads. Murray w ill not participate in any. 7-on-7 tournaments
in the coming weeks.
The regular season begins
tor the black and gold on Aug
20 with a trip to Clas% 5..a
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
The Maroons' trip to Murray
last season served as the catalyst
for the Tigers' season as they
pulled off what was considered
an upset at the time with a 21-6
win at Ty Holland Stadium.
"We're :dread), thinkim:

Madisonville-North
about
Hopkins.- Duncan said. "We've
watched them on film. and v.e.
knom, the ha‘e most ot their
plal.ers hack. We can't li‘e in
the past, we lust have to look
toward the future

Sunday s Games
Gietoland 7 Detroit 2
Yankees 9. Tampa Bay 5
Texas 4 Boston 2
Toronto 10 Baltimore 1
Minnesota 7 Chicago While Sox 6
Oakland 9. Kansas City 6
Seattle 2 L A Angels 1 70 innings
Monday's Games
1
.•
•
- • al Baltimore

ACCUTAN.E.
E.‘GLE
.
..THE
I -800
I

-800-843-3243)

v. ukS4 1 81.10tilve(tgle .( 0111

Miiwaukee (Capuano 0-1r at Prttsburgh
(Karstens 2-4) 6 05 p m
Kendnck 5-3) at St
Philadelphia
Louis (Hawksworth 3-5) 6 05 p m
Colorado (Jimenez 15-11 at Ronda
(Ani Sanchez 7-6) 6 10 p m
Washington IJ Martin 1-4) at Cincinnati
iCuelo 8-2) 6 10 p m
Houston(W Flodnguez 6-11) at Chicago
Cubs (Silva 9-3) 705 P
N Y Mets(Penn 10-4) at Anzona
Kennedy 4-7) 8 40 p m
San Francisco (Bumgamer 2-2) at L A
Dodgers (J McDonakt 0-0) 9 10 P m

Sports!,
•Murray Middle School softball team tryouts ...4111 be held tonight at
6 p.m. at the MHS field. Any middle school girl entenng grades 5-8 is eligible to try out. For more information, contact Steve Pember at 2931456.
•A golf scramble will be held to benefit Calvert City police officer
Nick Spears at the Calvert City Country Club on Monday, July 19.
Spears was seriously injured in a car crash while on duty several weeks
ago. The scramble will be a four-person best ball scramble and will
begin with a shotgun start at 1 p.m. Trophies and prizes will be awatded. Questions. call Dan Melone at (270) 527-3112.
•The 4th Annual Tiger Classic Golf Toumament will be held Fnday.
July 23 at Murray Country Club. Proceeds will benefit the MHS boys and
girls golf teams. The format is a three-person scrarnble and will begin
with a shotgun start at 1 p.m. Lunch will be served at noon. Prizes will
be awarded. For more informatton. contact Murray Country Club at 7539430, Chris Graham at 970-0361 or Justin Scott at 752-2868.
III Murray High Lady Tiger softball is hosting a "Dad and Daughter
Prtching Clinic for Beginners" on Saturday, July 24 at Lady Tiger Field
from 8 a.m. to noon. The clinic is open to girls ages 8 to 12. To register
or for more Information, call 978-0020. 978-0089 or e-mail jtcarpenter65@hotmail.com.
▪ The 2010 Billy Kennedy Youth Basketball Camp will be held July
26-29 from 9 a.m to 4 p.m. at the Regional Special Events Center. The
camp is for ages 7-17 and is intended to provide a complete and indepth basketball expenence emphasizing fundamentals. team play and
sponsmanshrp. Each camper will receive a carnp T-shirt. ball and certificate of completion. For more information. contact assistant coach
Steve Prohm at 809-6768 or steve.prohm murraystate.edu or call the
Men's Basketball Office at 809-6804.
•Calloway County Middle School will be holding softball tryouts for
the 2010 fall season on Monday, July 26 and Tuesday, July 27 from 5.30
to 7 p.m. each evening at the CCHS softball field. Players should attend
both sessions For more information. contact Troy Webb at
troy.webb@calloway kyschools.us.

FREE
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FREE 2-Room
HD DVR upgrade
($6/mo DVR Fee Applies)

FREE Installation
(Up to 6 Rooms)

Wood Electronics
403 Maple St (On the Court Squaro

Accutane., a drug used to treat acne, has been linked to serious
gastrointestinal conditions, even months or years later. including
Crohn's Disease. Ulcerstive Colitis, and Inflammatory Bowel
Disease fIBD). If you or a loved one suffered from any of these
conditions after taking Accutane., call us now about monetary
compensation at 1-800-TRE-EAGLE itoll-freel. We practice law
only in Ariz' ona, but associate with lavryers throughout the U.S.
°Slit/ft:NE
GOLDBERG
1.• ,amaamalla
Iht

Moridey's Games

Texas (Feldman 5-8) at Detroit
iBonderman 5-6) 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Latley 1-3) at Minnesota
IS Baker 7-8) 7 10 p m
Toronto (Cecil 8.5) at Kansas City
(Daves 4-6) 7 10 P m
Boston iMalsuzaka 6-31 at Oakland
(Sheets 4-8) 9 05 O m
Chicago White Sox ID Hudson 0-0) at
Seattle iPauley 0-11 9 10 p m

Just as they did last .eason.
the Tiger+ begin the year by
stepping up in class two weeks
in a row-. They•Il battle
Calloway County in the
Crosstown Classic at Roy.
Stewart Stadium on Aug. 27.

Urgent news for peciplelrbo

Sunday's Games
Colorado 1 Cincinnati 0
Fmrida 1 Washington 0
Potsborgo 9 Houston 0
Atlanta 11 Milwaukee 6
St Louis 5 L A Dodgers 4
San Diego 6 Arizona 4
N Y Mets 4 San Francisco 3 10 innings
Chk:ago Cubs 11 Philadelphia 6

Murray, KY

753-0530
lf,i
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753-4961 www.toyotaofmurray.com
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Ohio Valley Gold and Silver Refinery Arrives
Tomorrow in Murray for a 5 Dav Event!

By CHRISTINA BUTLER
STAFF MUTER

Been lbflowing thc gold and
silver market lately'? Well if y ou have a
jewelry box tw lock box full ofgold or a
coffee can full ofold coins you should
tv. according to Ohio Valley Refinery
spokesperson John Miller. "lite gold
and silver inarkets have not been this
strong t'or over 30 years" said Miller.
Typically when the U.S. dollar is weak
and the economy is flat gold and silver
markets soar."That's gciod news if you
are setting on a few gold necklaces or
an old class ring" says Miller.
Starting
Tuesday
at
9am
and every day this week through
Saturday the Ohio Valley Refinery
will be setting up a satellite refinery
right here in Murray at the
Hampton Inn & Suites. 1)uring their
5 day stay anyone can bring gold.
silver or platinum items and tum them
in tbr immediate payment, explains
John Miller. "Just about everytx)dy
has some amount of gold or silver just
lying around collecting dust and this
week anybody can sell theirs direct to
our refinery. Typically selling direct
to a refinery is reserved tbr larger
wlx)lesale etectomers like jewelry
stores, pawn shops, and laboratories"
says Miller. "We are changing how
hu.siness is done" he explain.s "we
want to do business with everylx)dy
so we took our business to the stleets-.
"Our teams visits variou.s cities around
the country hosting 5 day events
allowing the general public to take
advantage of our services. The turnout
has been overwhehr.ing" says Miller.
"Usually each day is busier than the
previous day. It seems once people
come to u.s and sell something they
are so amazed what an old ring or gold
coin is worth they go home and start
digging amund 1br more and telling
relatives, friends and neightx)rs. It's
like a feeding frenzy by the third day.
People line up with everything from

Above • Refinery representatives will be on hand starti
ng Tuesday and continuing through Saturday to
purchase all gold, silver and platinum items, as
well as coins. Public welcome!
gold jewelry to sterling silver flatware
will be issued a number. Seating will
Ohio Valley Refinery will open
sets to old coins. I think during this
be available. When your number is
for business I uesday from 9am-6pm.
bad economy el,erybody can use extra
called you will he escorted to a table
The event continues every day through
money but most people say they are
where your items will be examined,
Saturday. No appoinunent is needed.
taking advantage of selling direct to
tested and sorted. this only takes a
our refinery because of the higher
few minutes using their expertise and
prices we pay".
specialized equipment. Items will be
During this special event anyone
counted and/or weighed. The value of
is welcome to bring all types of gold.
the items will be determined based on
silver and platinum to the refinery and
up to the minute market prices. LiNC
tum it in tbr in.stant payment.The types
WHO:Ohio Valley Refinery
feeds will be available at the event
of items they will accept include all
Reclamation Drive
displaying cunent market prices of
gold jewelry, gold coins, gold ounces.
all preciou.s metals. If you ch(xise to
WHAT:Open to public to sell
dental gold. old coins made before
sell your items they will be bagged
gold and silver.
1964 including Silver Dollars, halves.
and tagged and you will be escorted
quarters and dimes. anything marked
to the cashier to collect your payment.
WHEN:July 20th - 24th
"sterling- including flat ware sets. tea
Waiting time to sell your items may
pots, silver bars. silver ounct...s and all
range from just a few minutes to I hour
WHERE:Hampton Inn & Suites
industrial precious metals.
so bring something to read.
1415 Lowes Drive
What should you expect it' you
if you are the owner of a jewelry
Murray, KY 42071
go to the event to sell your gold and/
store, pawn shop, dentist ollice or
or silver'? Ju.st gather up all gold silver
TIMES:TUESDAY-FRIDAY
a dealer you arc encouraged to call
and platinum in any form. If you are
9:00am - 6:00pm
ahead to matte an appointment with
not sure it' its gold or silver bring it in
SATURDAY
the smelt master to discuss their
and they will test it for tivx. When you
9:00am - 4:00pm
special dealer pmgrams. Hu." can
arrive at the event you will be asked to
be reached during refinery hours at
SHOW INFO:(.217) S23-4225
fill out a simple registration card and
(270)767-2226

If you go:

Silver and Gold Coin Prices
Up During Poor Economy.
Collectors and
Enthusiasts in
Murray with
$200,000 to
Purchase Yours!
By CHRISTINA BUTLER
STAFF WRITER
Got C'oin? It might be just the
time to ca.sh in. This week, starting
Tuesday and continuing through
Saturday', the International Collectors
Association in conjunction with the
Ohio Valley Gold & Silver Refinery
will be purchasing all types of silver
and gold coins direct from the public.
All types are welcome and the event
is free.
t'ollecmrs will be on hand to
identify and sort your coins. Then the
quality. or grade will Ix: determined.
The better the grade the more they are
worth according to collectors I talked
to. With the silver and gold markets
high prices ofolder coins are tot). Any
coins minted before 1964 in the U.S.
are 90% silver except nickels and
pennies
I he coins worth is determined
by the rarity and the grade.()Id silver
dollars are worth a great premium
right now even well worn heavy
circulated ones are bringing good
premiums. Franklin and Kennedy
halves. Washing ton quarters,
Mercury and Roosevelt dimes are
all worth many titnes the face value.
While older types like Seated I.iberty.
Standing Liberties. and Barber coins
are worth even more.
Gold coins are really worth a
lot right now according to Brian
Fades of the International (.'ollectors
Association. Ibis country' didn't start
minting coins until 1792 says Fades.
Before that people would trade
goods using gold dust and nuggets.
Some shop keepers vvould take more
gold than needed to pay for items
purchased. there was no uniform

system of making change.
the govertunent opened the first
mints and began distributing the
coins in 1792. By the beginning of
the 19th century coins and paper
currency. were wide spread and our
monetary system was here to stay. In
1933 Roosevelt rt.-guired all banking
in.stitutions to turn in all gold coins.
Once all banks turned in this gold
thc president raised the gold standard
from $20.00 per ounce to $33.00
per ounce. This was his way of
stimulating the economy during the
great depression. However gold coins
were never redistributed atter the
recall. Not all gold coins were turned
in Many tblks during that time didn't
completely trust the govt...rnment and
choose to keep their gold.
These gold coins are sought
idler collectors today and bring many
times the face value. Any gold coins
with the mint marks of CC. I) or 0
will bring nice premiums. Collectors
at the event will be glad to shovt
you where to look. Other types of
coins will also he purchase including
foreign coins. Indian head cents. two
cent pieces. half dimes. three cent
pit-ces and buffalo nickels to name a
few.
Collectors wam people against
trying to clean their coins as
significant damage can be done and
the coins value lessened.

Items we will
accept include:
Scrap Jewelry
Dental Gold
Sterling Silverware
Sterling Silver Tea Sets

Items of Interest:
Vintage Guitars:
Martin, Gibson, Fender,
National, Rickenbacker,
Gretsch, Mandolins, Banjos
and others
Pocket Watches:
ilamilton, Illinois, Waltham,
Patek Phillipe, Ball, llovvard.
South Bend, Elgin and others
Wrist watches: Otnega,
Accutron, Longines,
I lamilton, Breitling and many
more
Old paper money: United
States, Confederate States,
Blanket Bills, $1000.00 bills
and more
Antique Toys: Trains, Tin
wind-ups, Mechanical Banks,
Robots, Pressed Steel trucks,
and many more
War Memorabilia: Swords,
Bayonets, I lelmets, German,
Confederate, Union, USA,and
others
Local records reveal to
our research department that
recent vintage guitar sold
for $2400.00 and another for
$12,000.00 to a collector that
will be tied into the event this
week v ia live database feed.

local Residents are
ready to cash in!
International antique buyers
in town this week and ready to
stimulate economy!
By CHRISTINA BUTLER
STAFF WRITER
Hundreds of phone calls from
local residents this week to the
corporate oflice of the Ohio Valley
Gold and Silver Refinery pour in
inquiring about items to be purchased
all this week by the team of antique
buyers that is on site with OVGSR.
Ihe team of buyers this week
are purchasing a vast array of
vintage items (see below) along
with coins. gold jewelry, and sterling
silver items the refinery deals in.
It is a Local shot in the arm for our
economy. I he spokesperson for the
event expects to spend in excess
()I' $200.000.00 this week at the
Hampton Inn & Suites paying
local residents on the spot. The
spokesperson tbr the company
explained that these collectors are
paying collector price for vintage
items. It's a great veay for people to
get a great value for their iteins. •
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Silver Dollars
All Coins Dated before 1964
Industrial Scrap
All forms of Platinum

Refinery representatives will be
on
hand starting Tuesday to
purchase
all gold, silver and platinum
items, as
well as coins. Public welcome!

